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CONFERENCE NEWS
Art and Design in Education
NATIONAL R E S E A R C H CONFERENCE
5-8 December 1991 The Brighton Centre
C A L L FOR PAPERS
Aims
This major research conference aims to
provide a major national forum for the
presentation and examination of recent
research activity in art, craft and design
and art, craft and design education in the
United Kingdom through:
(i) an exchange of information about
the purpose and content of recent
research initiatives;
(ii) the exploration of the variety of
research strategies and methodologies currently employed in the
field;
(iii) a consideration of the range of
activities and approaches which
should be accepted as bona fide
research in art and design.

A. F U N D A M E N T A L RESEARCH
The outcome of systematic enquiry into the
acquisition of new knowledge or the relating/integrating of knowledge in new ways.
The history of criticism of art and design
and/or interdisciplinary investigation would
fit into this category, as would some research in design and aspects of art and
design education. The result would be a
written thesis or other refereed publication.

B. APPLIED RESEARCH
The outcome of systematic enquiry into
phenomena and/or processes directed towards important utilitarian ends. Much
design and some education/pedagogic work
would fit into this category. The result
would be a written thesis or substantial
report with, where appropriate, supporting
visual and/or tactile material.

Participants
500-1000 participants are expected to attend the conference. They will include art,
craft and design teachers; lecturers and
practitioners; specialist advisers and inspectors; museum and gallery educators;
post-graduate students; representatives of
commerce and industry.
For the purposes of the conference,
admissable research will be considered
under one or more of the following
categories:

D. STUDIO RESEARCH
An investigation using media to express
visual and tactile ideas which have new
meaning or propose a new, interpretation
and make a significant contribution to the
current debates on art, craft and design. In
particular, the work of the creative fine
artist or craftworker would fit into this
category. The results are likely to be mainly
non-verbal.
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Proposals for Presentation
A l l proposals (including those for exhibitions, video presentations etc.) should be
submitted intitially in the form o f an
abstract of not more than 300 words on
the conference proforma by 1 May 1991.
Where the presentation o f visual work
is proposed in the above abstract (including exhibitions), exemplar material (in the
form of photographs, transparencies,
videotapes etc.), is to be submitted by 1
September 1991 together with a firm indication of the size and kind of space required.

Under no circumstances should original work be submitted at this stage.
Plans for the exhibition areas w i l l be
sent on request to prospective exhibitors.

The final date for the submission of
papers is 1 September 1991.
The selection o f presentations at the
conference will be the responsibility of the
Academic and Exhibitions Working Group
and will take into account the need to
ensure a balanced and representative
programme.
A l l Submissions should be sent to:
Art and Design in Education:
National Research Centre
c/o Arthur Hughes,
Birmingham Polytechnic Department
of Art,
Margaret Street,
Birmingham B3 3 B X .
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S E V E N T E E N T H ANNUAL C O N F E R E N C E
FRAMEWORKS
The Courtauld Institute of Art and
King's College, London
Thursday 11 - Sunday 14 April 1991
GENERAL INFORMATION
For further details see the timetable and
abstracts of papers below. These are firm
as far as we know, but expect some lastminute additions and minor changes in the
final programme.

in good time, with full details, to the Conference Office. We cannot guarantee to
match everyone up, but we will do our
best.

The conference fees include morning coffee,
a buffet lunch and tea in the afternoon, all
served in the Great Hall of King's College.

into 45 minute 'slots'. Those sections
indicated by * in the timetable below will
not be structured in this way. This
arrangement gives delegates considerable
opportunity to switch sections in order to
attend individual papers. It is envisaged,
however, that many people will wish to
participate fully in a single section, giving
sustained consideration to a particular issue.

Registration

Plenary sessions and receptions

A booking form is enclosed in this Bulletin.
It gives the address and telephone number
of the Conference Office.

Registration will take place in the Great
Hall, King's College, Strand. It will begin
at 0930 on Thursday, continuing throughout
that morning. On Friday and Saturday
registration will begin at 0900 with academic
sessions starting at 0945.

There will be a plenary session on each day
of the conference and a reception every
evening except Sunday. It is possible that,
because of limited space, not everyone will
be able to attend each plenary session. We
shall obviously try to be fair and respect
expressed preferences.

Accommodation

AAH business

We have not made a block booking for
conference delegates this year, but inexpensive rooms in halls of residences can be
booked independently through King's
College and the London School of Economics. Individuals should contact:

The meetings of the Special Interest Groups
will take place on Thursday morning. The
A G M will be held on Sunday morning in
the New Theatre, King's College.

Theme
'Frameworks' refers to the material and
conceptual frames of reference which condition our definitions of art and understanding of cultural objects and practices.

Booking

King's College Vacation Bureau, 071 -351
6011 (NOT the number given on the
booking form - for which we apologise)
London School of Economics Halls of
Residence, Rosebery Hall, 071-278 3251
or Carr Saunders Hall, 07 i-580 6338.
Passfield Hall, mentioned on the booking
form, is already FULL (apologies to anyone who has been inconvenienced by this).

We appeal to AAH members living in
London'to offer accommodation for the
duration of the conference to delegates
from outside London. If you have a bed
available, or would like to stay with a
London member of the AAH, please write

Sustenance

We are planning to mount informative
displays publicising the activities of the
AAH. If you have any ideas or
suggestions, please contact the chair of
the relevant Special Interest Group, or
the Conference Office.
Academic sections
The conference will be divided into fifteen
Academic Sections, not all of which will
run concurrently. A choice of between five
and ten papers will be available at any one
time. Sections will range in duration from a
minimum of four papers (half a day) to a
maximum of twelve papers (running through
all four days).
Most of the sections will consist of a series
of papers-plus-discussions and be divided
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Sotheby's Lecture, Saturday 13 April
We are delighted to inaugurate a series of
five annual lectures for the A A H which has
been generously supported by Sotheby's.
The first speaker will be the film director
Peter Greenaway, director of the awardwinning films The Falls (1980), The
Draftsman \s Contract (1982), A Zed and
Two Noughts (1984), The Belly of an
Architect (1988), Drowning by Numbers
(1988), A TV Dante - in collaboration
with Tom Phillips (1988), and The Cook,
the Thief his Wife and her Lover (1989).
The reception following this event will be
held in the Sculpture Court of the British
Museum.

Sponsorship
We are still looking for financial support,
especially for the British Museum reception
and the expenses of foreign speakers. Any
suggestions would be most welcome.

C O N F E R E N C E T I M E T A B L E (PROVISIONAL)
T H U R S D A Y 11 A P R I L
9.30- 1.00

10.30-11.00
11.00 - 12.00

12.00 - 1.00

1.00 - 2.15

Registration

Cot tee
Special Interest Groups I
Freelance
Universities
Polytechnics
Special Interest Groups 2
Museums and Galleries
Students
Schools
Lunch and walk to Southbank

2.30 - 4.00
Opening and Plenary Session 1
The National Film Theatre, Southbank.

The Visual Arts'in a Social Democracy
Speaker: Mark Fisher M P
(Shadow spokesperson on the Arts)
4.00 - 4.45
Return to King's and tea
4.45 - 6.15
Academic Session (2 x 45 minutes)
I.
Carnival and Festival
4.
Values and Politics of Display ( I )*
8.
A r t Criticism after 1890
1 1.
Why Study Technique?*
14.
Museums without Objects*

6.30 - 8.00
Reception
The Courtauld Institute Galleries
Hosted by The Friends o f the Courtauld Institute

and The Burlington Magazine

F R I D A Y 12 A P R I L
2.15 - 3.45
Academic Session (2 x 45 minutes)
1.
Carnival and Festival
2.
Decorum in Renaissance Narrative
4.
Values and Politics o f Display (2)
5.
The Viewer in the Frame*
7.
Anti -Academicism
8.
A r t Criticism after 1890
11.
Why Study Technique?
12.
Feminist A r t History and Academic
Institutions Today*
14.
Museums without Objects*

From 9.00
Registration
9.45 - 11.15
Academic Session (2 x 45 minutes)
1.
Carnival and Festival
2.
Decorum in Renaisssance Narrative
4.
Values and Politics o f Display ( I & 2)
5.
The Viewer in the Frame
7.
Anti-Academicism
8.
A r t Criticism after 1890
11.
Why Study Technique?
12.
Feminist Art History and Academic
Institutions Today *
14.
Museums without Objects*
15.
Market Values and Aesthetic Value

3.45-4.15

6.45 - 8.00

Reception: Details to be announced

Tea

4.15 - 5.00
Travel to South Kensington
5.00 - 6.30
Plenary Session 2
The Royal Geographical Society, South Kensing-

11.15-11.45 Coffee
11.45 - 1.15
Academic Session (2 x 45 minutes)
A l l the pre-coffee sections w i l l continue until
lunch.
1.15-2.15 Lunch

ton. The Hanging and Display of National Collections of Art. Speakers: Nicholas Serota (Director
of the Tate Gallery) and Neil MacGregor (Director
of the National Gallepy)
Chair: Patricia Mainardi (City University o f New
York)

S A T U R D A Y 13 A P R I L
From 9.00
Registration
9.45 - 11.15
Academic Session (2 x 45 minutes)
2.
Decorum in Renaissance Narrative
4.
Values and Politics o f Display (3)
5.
The Viewer in the Frame
8.
A r t Criticism after 1890
9.
Training and Fducation in the Plastic Arts
10.
Art History Within and Without
13.
Contemporary Frameworks in Britain
15.
Market Values and Aesthetic Value

2.15 - 3.45
Academic Session (2 x 45 minutes)
2.
Decorum in Renaissance Narrative
3.
Handmaids to Religion
6.
Some Genre Issues
8.
A r t Criticism after 1890
9.
Training and Education in the Plastic Arts
10.
Art History Within and Without
3.45 - 4.45
Tea and walk to Southbank
4.45 - 6.00
Plenary Session 3:

11.15-11.45 Coffee
11.45 - 1.15
Academic Session (2 x 45 minutes)
A l l the pre-coffee sections w i l l continue until lunch
plus
3.
Handmaids to Religion
6.
Some Genre Issues
1.15-2.15 Lunch

The Sotheby's Lecture
The National Film Theatre, Southbank

(Title to be announced)
Speaker: Peter Greenaway

SUNDAY 14 A P R I L
9.30 - 11.00
Annual General Meeting
The New Theatre, King's College

2.00 - 3.30
Academic Session (2 x 45 minutes)
A l l the morning sections w i l l continue until tea.
3.30 - 4.00 Tea
4.00 - 5.30
Plenary Session 4: International Forum
The New Theatre, King's College
Speakers:
Geeta Kapur, India
Colin Richards, South Africa
Andrew Brighton, U K
Unconfirmed (Eastern Europe)
Chair:
David Elliott (Director of the

11.00-11.30 Coffee
11.30 - 1.00
Academic Session (2 x 45 minutes)
3.
Handmaids to Religion
4.
Values and Politics o f Display (4)
6.
Some Genre Issues
8.
A r t Criticism after 1890
9.
Training and F^ducation in the Plastic Arts
10.
Art History Within and Without
1.00 - 2.00
Lunch
|

5.30 (approx.)

Museum o f Modern Art, Oxford)
Close o f Conference
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7.00 - 9.00
Reception
The Sculpture Court o f the British Museum

LONDON CONFERENCE
ACADEMIC SECTIONS
1. Carnival and Festival: Art and Popular Culture
(Thursday afternoon and Friday)
Convener: Michael Camille (University o f
Chicago)

(a) M i c h a e l C a m i l l e ( U n i v e r s i t y o f
Chicago): Problems in the representation

of medieval '"popular culture ": the case of
the Luttrell Psalter
This paper examines the confrontation of
high and low in the margins o f the famous
LuttrellPsalter'mthe British Library. Rather
than view its monstrous "babewyns" as
mere decorative doodling or as the aberrations o f a psychotic artist as have previous
scholars, I find evidence to link them to the
seasonal rituals, props and performances of
village folk-life in fourteenth century L i n colnshire. Juxtaposed not only to the Psalmtext, the W o r d o f God, these multibodied
and cloaked monsters represent the peasant's "play" as opposed to his labour represented elsewhere in the margins. The hobbyhorse who is painted here appeared in
performances given by the peasants for the
Lord o f the Manor at Christmas and other
festival occasions which raises the important issue o f the appropriation of "popular"
by
" h i g h " culture. Was Sir Geoffrey
Luttrel, who had this manuscript made,
positioning peasant "play" in relation to his
own feudal power? Can we see these
images as expressions o f "popular culture"
at all since they are in a subject position in
relation to both earthly and heavenly
"Lord"? Is there any way o f retrieving
medieval "popular culture" in images?
(b) C M Kauffmann (Courtauld Institute

of Art): Popular Themes in English Medieval Bible Illustration
The Holkham Bible Picture Book (c. 132030), written in Anglo-Norman French for a
Dominican intending to show it to riche
gent, painted in a bold, unsophisticated
style and containing much non-Biblical
material, provides an ideal focus for an
investigation of this subject. Concentrating
on the apocryphal Infancy of Christ cycle,
which contains the most incredible stories,
as well as on other uncanonical themes, an

attempt is made to define the meaning o f
"popular" in this context, comparing uncanonical illustrations in the Anglo-Saxon
and Romanesque periods.
Discussion o f the Infancy cycle includes
one solitary example o f an ancient legend
with roots in folklore, but most o f the
scenes are based either on 13th century
vernacular translations of Early Christian
apocrypha or o f popularisations o f 12th
century theological texts. Much of the
commentary on the Holkham Bible has
centred on its relations with Mystery plays
and this connection is re-examined.
Ultimately, however, Bible images are seen
as having common roots with plays rather
than direct links. These common roots are
shared by vernacular religious poetry,
carols, ballads and sermons - all part o f the
popularisation o f religious writing for the
growing urban communities o f the later
Middle Ages.
(c) Malcom Jones: The Fool and his Rega-

lia in ixite Medieval Popular Festivity
The fool, marked out by his "traditional"
costume, has always been present at scenes
of popular festivity, but at no time so
prominently as in the drama o f the late
medieval sottie or fastnachtspiel, or in the
contemporary popular processions, and
influential "Ship o f Fools" pageants.
From Roman times there are indications
of an association between the fool-figure
and the cockerel (eg peculiar tonsure,
cockerel crest, etc.); by the late Middle
Ages the cock's comb/coxcomb and sometimes the head and neck of the cock occupy
the ridge o f the fool's hood; in conjunction
w i t h his quintessential attribute, the
marotte (Eng. bauble), 1 adduce evidence
for the phallicism of the fool, including the
semantic connections in both English and
German between the words for "cockerel"
and "penis".
I further consider other allegedly ancient
"sacrificial exuviae" (in the words o f E K
Chambers) as parts of the fool's costume, ie
the ass's (or sometimes hare's) ears
appended to the hood, and the fox-tail, as
well as non-animal aspects such as the
motley and the wearing o f one shoe.
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(d)

Louise Milne (Boston University): The

Triumph of Lent in Pieter BruegeTs Carnivals, c. 1560
The paper examines BruegeFs complex
response to efforts to reform the carnivalesque. Licence is equated with the world
of nightmare and vice in prints of demonic
carnivals, while the festive "second life o f
the people" is nostalgically presented as a
harmonious balance between sacred and
profane activities.
(e) J M Massing (University of Cambridge):
Henry Baude and his Diet/, moraulx pour
faire tapisserie
This paper w i l l survey the text and the
imagery o f Baude's Diet:, moraulx pour
faire tapisserie and study its tradition and
influence, especially its use as a source for
tapestry design. I w i l l also link it to various
vernacular traditions and discuss its
"popular" character.
(f) Martha Moffitt Peacock (Brigham
Young University): The Battle for the

Trousers: the overbearing
17th- century Dutch Art

housewife in

•

From the period o f c. 1550 to c. 1700, there
was an outpouring o f images representing
the Battle for the Trousers theme in the
Netherlands. Additionally, the subject
occurs in several different areas o f popular
culture including farces, proverbs, moralistic writings, and festival celebrations. In art
these battles were portrayed in one of two
stock formats: seven women struggling with
one another to capture a man's trousers, a
woman fighting with a man to gain possession o f his trousers. Such images generally
mocked or ridiculed the shrewish and
immodest behaviour of the women. The
efflorescence of these images relates to a
societal change in which women o f the
Netherlands were becoming increasingly
powerful. A r t , literature and festival
celebrations which negatively portray the
overbeari ng woman therefore appear to have
variously been a humorous look at or a
reaction against, societal conditions in
which women were enjoying a more
powerful position.
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(g) Rebecca Jeffrey Easby ( T r i n i t y
College, Washington D.C.) : "Past and

Present": the Myth of Merry England in
Victorian Painting
This paper w i l l examine the cult o f "Merry
England" in early Victorian art, and its
relationship to the society o f the time. The
interest in "Merry England" relates to the
growth of a small but vocal faction of
Conservative writers (and would-be
reformers) who believed that a return to the
traditional order, that is, medieval feudalism, would save British society from the
increasing alienation and fragmentation of
the industrial age. Certain artists alsoelected
to draw attention to the problems o f the
present by the use o f "Merry England
subjects". Rather than dwell on the
unpleasant realities of industrialisation,
these paintings usually centre around
traditional holidays and festivals. Such
paintings implicitly criticised modern
society by contrasting the reality of
Victorian Britain with a bygone age and
were clearly influenced by the social and
political environment in which they were
created.
(h)

M A Catto (University of Ulster): A

Merry Christmas to All Our Readers:
Festive Pleasure in British Comic Books
During the most important period for British illustrated juvenile literature (1930-64)
most adventure papers and comic papers
were published weekly. Their popular literary and visual origins (crude melodrama,
jingoism and low comedy) plus that
frequency o f publication meant that the
comics could reflect/celebrate festive
calendar dates such as Christmas and Easter;
seasonal pleasure periods, such as summer,
and moments o f national rejoicing, such as
a Coronation, Jubilee or Peace.
This paper identifes specific categories
within which significant issues of visual
display and character behaviour can be
addressed. These are: Masthead and Border
-decorative embellishments such as snow
or bunting modify the standard publication
format. Festive Pleasure Contained characters celebrate the real world festival
through overconsumption o f food and (nonalcoholic) drink. Joining the Viewer -

characters address the viewer, offer a
message from the fictive world to the real,
and often spill outside the frame as i f to j o i n
our world in co-celebration. The World
Upside D o w n - appropriate to the
suspension o f normal behaviour in carnival
and other festivities, the logic o f normal
narrative and of representation is subverted/
suspended for that one issue only.

-•-

2. Notions of Decorum in Renaissance
Narrative Art
(Friday and Saturday)
Convener: Francis Ames-Lewis (Birkbeck
College. University o f London)
(a) M a r t i n K e m p ( U n i v e r s i t y o f St
Andrews): Virtuous Artists and Virtuous

Art
The notion of decorum in Italian Renaissance art extends not just to the products o f
the artist, but also to the conduct and
character o f the artist. The clearest early
expression of this idea occurs in Alberti's
neo-Stoic doctrine o f the role o f the arts in
the individual cultivation of virtu in the
face o f fortuna. The subsequent association o f artists* characters with the characters o f their narratives came to be
articulated through the doctrine that "every
artist paints himself". The emphasis in art
theory on the virtuous artist as the creator of
v i r t u o u s w o r k s has
clear
social
implications for the artist in Renaissance
Italy.
(b) Laura Jacobus (Birkbeck College,
University of London): Gesture and Deco-

rum in Early Trecento Art and Life
The gestures used in 14th century Italian
life can. to a limited extent, be reconstructed.
Sometimes a particular gesture and its
meaning can be identified, sometimes only
the ueneral character of izestural exchange.
This piecemeal knowledge nevertheless
reveals that there was more than one
language of gesture in late-medieval Italy.
The gestural language of the streets and
markets was different from that of the
monasteries, or of liturgy, and the gestural
language of women was not the same as
that o f men. Notions of behavioural deco-

rum underlie many o f these differences in
life, but there was no developed theory of
gestural decorum governing the depiction
of gestures in art. This paper examines a
number o f narrative images from the early
decades o f the Trecento which, in the
absence o f any governing theory of
gestural decorum in art, experiment with
the possibilities o f depicted gesture. It w i l l
suggest possible readings of depicted
gesture in the light o f contemporary ideas
of behavioural decorum and w i l l explore
the tensions that existed between a veristic
art based upon observable behaviour and
the need to control or exclude certain kinds
of gesture from religious narrative on
grounds of decorum.
(c) Francis Ames-Lewis (Birkbeck College, University of London): Donatello and

the Decorum of Place
That Donatello was deeply sensitive to the
demands o f the location and context in
which each o f his works was to be installed
was already recognised by Vasari when
commenting in the Life of Luca del la Robbia
on the Florence Duomo Cantorie. Such
sensitivity extended also to Donatello's
treatment o f narrative, and this paper w i l l
show that he was keenly responsive to the
pictorial traditions of each city for which he
worked. We w i l l investigate how Donatello
imaginatively adapted Florentine systems
of pictorial organisaton to the local conventions of narrative representation in his Padua
reliefs and in the Siena Font Feast of Herod.
The results of this analysis w i l l then be
applied in a discussion which argues in
support o f recent hypotheses about the
origins and history o f the reliefs on the
North Pulpit of San Lorenzo in Florence.
(d) Richard Cocke (University o f East
Anglia): Filareteat St Peter' s.Fra Angelica

in the \ atican: Art and a sense of decorum
in the service of the Church
As a member of an old Roman family, the
Colonna. Martin V had established
effective rule over the papal state and the
Neapolitan kingdom. This changed with
Eugenius I V , much of whose papacy was
spent in exile in Florence. His commission
to Filarete for the new doors for O l d St
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Peter's marks, however, the switch to the
Vatican as the centre o f papal rule, which
was continued by Nicholas V . The very
weakness of Eugenius's cause is reflected
in Filarete's choice o f stylistic models,
intended to emphasise the "old-established"
nature o f the papacy. Similarly Fra
Angelico's sense o f history, as revealed in
the settings of his fresco cycle for Nicholas
V , has the effect o f an appeal to authority,
intended to bolster the papacy. The concern
for appropriate visual models, which can
be found in Florence, parallels the humanists' interest in and concern for appropriate
literary models, both at the level o f syntax
and the broader one of ancient genres.
(e) Diane Cole A h l (Lafayette College,
Pennsylvania): Benozzo Gozzoli's Santa
Rosa da Viterbo Cycle: the Decorum of

Saintly Narrative
In 1453 the Poor Clares of Viterbo commissioned Benozzo Gozzoli to fresco the
life o f their patroness Rosa (1233-51),
whose canonisation they were seeking
ardently. Although this cycle was destroyed
in renovations to the church that housed her
relics, watercolour copies, drawings and
inscriptions allow the reconstruction o f its
appearance. These reveal that Benozzo
depended greatly on the iconograpy of wel 1 known saints in creating a narrative of
Rosa's life, for which no earlier visual
sources survive.
Rather than betraying a lack o f
imagination, however, such borrowings
suggest the artist's awareness o f saintly
decorum and its narrative conventions.
Through consciously appropriated images,
Rosa, as yet uncanonized, gained lustre
through association. This paper identifies
the visual topoi and decorum o f sainthood
in the Rosa cycle and re-evaluates
Benozzo's alleged conservativism. It is
contended that the derivative features of
the
frescoes
are
propagandists
contrivances, paying homage to the
conventions o f saintly narrative.
(0

Hellmut Wohl (Boston University):

Modes of Decorum in a Prede Ila
Giovanni di Francesco

point o f view of decorum can be a useful
complement to formal and iconograpic
analysis, capable of yielding distinctions
not available to these more conventional
approaches. A n instructive example of this
is the predella with three scenes from the
legend of Saint Nicholas by Giovanni di
Francesco in the Casa Buonarroti. It w i l l be
suggested that the different staging of the
narrative in the three compositions is guided
by three different modes o f decorum. In the
Dowry panel decorum follows Alberti's
definition of the istoria. Its objective is
credibility in the expression of human
drama. In the Resurrection panel the issue
of credibility is the miracle. Decorum
decrees the observance o f piety, modesty
and reverence, as in the performance of the
sacraments. The Execution panel is
governed by the decorum of chivalric
formality, intrepitude and forebearance in
the face of adversity.
(g) Paula

Nuttall

(London):

Decorum,

Devotion and Dramatic Expression: Early
Netherlandish Painting in Renaissance
Italy
Alberti's comments on gesture and movement as fundamental to the portrayal o f
emotion in dramatic narratives can be
illustrated to striking effect by early Neth-

polite dance of the Renaissance can be used
to articulate contemporary notions of
decorum in figural movement. It w i l l start
from the premise that artists were subject to
two, often conflicting, notions o f what was
decorous in movement. There was, firstly,
the suitability of movement to a figure's
narrative role. Secondly, there was the
appropriateness o f movement to the
figure's age, gender and assumed social
status.
While writers on art offered some
guidelines on the former, the conventions
governing the latter were more difficult to
define, and are rarely articulated in arttheoretical texts. Dance, however, offered
one means o f understanding where the
boundaries of acceptable movement lay,
and writers on art often invoked the example
of dance when making a point about
decorum.
The paper w i l l examine the way in which
dance functioned both implicitly and
explicitly as a means of defining one aspect
of decorum, and the way in which artists
could draw on the visual vocabulary of
dance in portraying different types.
(i)

WendyStedmanSheard(Connecticut):

Titian s Paduan Frescoes and the Question of Decorum

*

erlandish painting, examples of which were
known in Italy from before the middle o f
the 15th century. Accounts by Quattrocento humanists of Netherlandish works,
notably by Rogier van der Weyden, echo
Alberti's precepts. The intense emotionalism and spirituality o f Netherlandish
painting reflects contemporary religious
sentiment north and south of the Alps, and
can be associated with the term devoto,
applied to Netherlandish painting by early
commentators and itself integral to the
concept of decorum in religious art. Netherlandish influence is manifest at the end o f
the century in the emotionally charged and
pietistic devotional paintings of such
masters as Perugino and Botticelli.
(h) Sharon Fermor( University o f Sussex):

by

Decorum in Figural Movement: the Dance
as Measure and Metaphor

Looking at Renaissance pictures from the

The paper w i l l discuss the way in which the
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How the ideal of decorum is worked out in
practice in painted narratives o f miraculous
events commissioned by Venetian confraternities during the later 15th and early 16th
centuries is better understood as a result of
Patricia Fortini Brown's organisation of
the relevant materials and her definition
and general discussion of "the eyewitness
style". Titian broke decisively with this
general type o f convention in his frescoes
for the Scuola di S Antonio in Padua in
151 1. By limiting spatial depth and sharply
increasing the scale of his figures in relation to the available pictorial field (by
comparison with the Gentile Bellini/
Carpaccio approach), he relied on entirely
different pictorial strategies in his rhetoric
of persuasion dealing with St Anthony of
Padua's miracles. My paper will examine
the interrelationship of the factors of
setting, scale, medium (including the
influence of other media, not.ihlv m.-irhle
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sculpture and sacred drama), current shifts
in emphasis in the comprehension of the
subject matter, and individual artistic
personality, in bringing about this abrupt
change in the application of decorum.
(j) Thomas Frangenberg (University of
Leicester): Decorum in Pre-Council Trent
(working title)
In 1531 /32 Prince Bishop Bernardo Clesio
employed the Dosso brothers and
G Romanino to decorate his new palace in
the city of Trent. Since Clesio was absent
from Trent for almost the entire period, he
communicated his wishes to local supervisors in a long series o f letters, many of
which survive. Among the requirements
most frequently expressed, such as
opulence, low cost, and durability, appropriateness features prominently. What
Clesio, and the team he employed, considered as decorous is demonstrated by the
frescoes, including Dosso's mythological
nudities in the ante-room of the chapel, and
Romanino's splendid ignudi in a publicly
accessible loggia.
The palace and its decorations were
described in detail by P A Mattioli in a
lengthy poem published in 1539. In several
sections of this work Mattioli quotes, and
refutes, criticism of the frescoes in terms of
decorum. Of particular interest are his
comments on nudity. He establishes a
dichotomy of decorum and the requirements
of art, similar to that prominent in the art
theory written under the influence of
the Counter-Reformation (G A Gilio,
R Borghini). This fact indicates that art
theorists in the wake of the CounterReformation did not originate the strong
emphasis on the question of eroticism in
the discussion of decorum, but codified
views already circulating in the first half of
the century.
(k) Paul Hills (University of Warwick):
The Decorum of the Body and its transgression in some works by Tintoretto
The upper ranks of Venetian society were
expected to conform to rigid codes of behaviour and dress. In the course of the 16th
century the political decorum which was
the public face of the myth of Venice as

serene republic comes into friction with an
increasingly dramatic figure style. How far
does the drama of Tintoretto's canvases
undermine the dignity of persons? I will
argue that there is a disjunction between
codes of social decorum and those of pictorial decorum which is only camouflaged by
the pietistic imagery of religious faith. The
paper concludes with an examination of
Tintoretto's Temptation of St Anthony in
the light of the patron's confessions about
his own political temptations.

3. Handmaids to Religion: Rituals,
Images and Sacred Objects 1500—1800
(Saturday after coffee and Sunday)
Conveners: Katie Scott (Courtauld Institute of Art)
Nigel Llewellyn (University of Sussex)
(a) Christa Grossinger (University of
Manchester): Misericords: Handmaids or
Obstacles to Religion?
Misericords, as part of the choir-stalls, were
placed behind the choir-screen and thus in
the most sanctified part if the church. The
themes of their carvings, however, were
anything but sacred generally: instead they
deal with everyday life, proverbs, folklore,
romances, anecdotal and satirical matters,
including vulgar, even obscene imagery.
I shall be looking at misericords in England, the Netherlands, France and Spain
from the beginning of the sixteenth century
and consider the intentions expressed in
these carvings and the relationship between
their themes and the concerns and beliefs of
the period. Like marginal illuminations of
liturgical manuscripts, they intrude on the
holiness of the most sacred part of the
church, and it is this paradox of profane
imagery inside a holy space that will be
examined more closely.
(b) Cesare Poppi (University of East
Anglia): Sf'/vtf/w Optimo Maximo: survival,
continuity and revival of the Wild Man as a
Cultural Paradigm
The W i l d Man (Om Salvarech, Salvan)
features as a central character in a variety of
seasonal masquerades in the Dolomites.
Though his iconography is the same across
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the area, his connotations are alternatively
arranged in a set of positive and negative
traits.
The process of schismogenesis by which
the W i l d Man became polarised w i l l be
outlined. Christianisation o f the area
hegemonised the W i l d Man as a symbolical
type within the new ideological domain.
The imagery related to the hermit St Lucanus
(lucus = wilderness, forest, but also "a
sacred grove"), said to have been the first
missionary in the area, superseded the pagan
W i l d Man by taking over his functions as a
civilising hero. The formalisation o f the
imagery of the Sabbath in the 14th century,
on the other hand, provided a new pole of
aggregation for the pre-Christian elements
left floating in the popular tradition.
The contemporary dichotomised image
of the W i l d Man arises from such dynamics
of hegemonisation and consequent redefinition. General issues concerning continuity, survival and revival as processesreproducing the structural features of a given
symbolical paradigm will be discussed.
(c) Michael Bury (University of Edinburgh): A New Approach to the Gonfaloni
of Perugia
This paper will be about the classification
of functional types of gonfaloni in fifteenth- and early sixteenth-century Perugia. The term had many meanings, it
could refer to the banner of a commune, a
corporation or any kind o f association,
including, for example, churches, monasteries, confraternities and companies. The
ones with which I shall be concerned are
those whose primary function was
religious. The most famous and prominent
type of Perugian gonfaloni were the great
plague banners: I shall particularly concentrate on these. The earliest of them is the
one now in San Francesco al Prato, with the
date 1464. Other types to be considered are
less impressive, but important: forexample.
the distinctive banners of confraternities
and companies, or the banners made for a
particular religious procession and not used
in any other context. By means of this classification of types and an analysis o f the
ways they were discussed in contemporary
documents, I want to consider the
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objectives which they were intended to
achieve. Finally, I w i l l attempt to use this
evidence to question the ways that functions have been sought for and assigned to
religious images in general.
(d) J Gray Sweeney
University): Nature as

( A r i z o n a State
Anthropomorphic
Symbol: Joos Van Cleve's Saint Jerome in
Penitence
Saint Jerome in Penitence (c. 1516-18), by
the Flemish painter Joos Van Cleve,
presents an image o f the saint's chastisement in a wilderness redolent with
symbolic figures and pregnant with
anthropomorphic symbolism. Both the
precocious style and complex symbolism
of this picture manifest the search for new
theological inflections that informed
artists' perceptions o f man's place in the
order o f nature during the early decades of
the sixteenth century. Van Cleve's painting
expresses his sympathies with Erasmus's
preference for traditional Catholicism, over
against the religious upheaval accompanying the arrival o f Luther's writings in
Antwerp in 1518, but simultaneously it
presents a radically new conception o f the
divinity o f nature as a living, vitalistic
persona. Van Cleve's Saint Jerome shows
a profound awareness of the redeeming and
consoling value o f nature, subordinating
. the figure of Jerome in a magnificent landscape filled with eruditely conceived
symbolism in which rocks, trees and caves
become personifications of God's plan. As
a devotional image, Van Cleve's painting
d r a m a t i c a l l y reveals the expanding
awareness o f nature that accompanied the
cultural upheaval of the Reformation.

(e) Tessa Murdoch: Huguenot forms of
worship, belief and practice
Huguenot 'Temples" were not distinguished by their style o f architecture from
contemporary secular buildings; their interiors were not adorned with religious paintings or sculpture, only plain silver vessels
(ofteTi made by goldsmith members o f the
church) were used in the service o f communion and for collecting alms. In contrast, Huguenot artists and craftsmen
adorned other places o f worship with reli-

gious iconography and symbolism. This
paper examines their contributions in this
field which ranges from the decorations of
hospital chapels in Dublin, to altarpieces in
Notre Dame, Paris, and the choir screen in
St Paul's Cathedral, London. Smaller items
include engraved silver, ivory carvings,
ornaments for a clock and Bible illustrations. The apparent
dichotomy between
their belief and their practical skills did not
prevent the production o f such imagery. On
the contrary, the practice o f their craft was
regarded as the exercise of a calling appointed by God and itself as a form of
divine worship.
(f) DanielCahill (UniversitedeNeuchatel):

Religious Prints from the School of Fontaine b lean
(g) Anne Thackray (Courtauld Institute o f
Art): (Title to be Confirmed)
(h) J J Martinez del Barrio (Complutense
University, University o f Madrid): "//

Teatro delta Gloria": Aristocratic and
Counter-reform exaltation in the funeral
rites of a 17th-century Spanish Governor of
Milan
-•-

4. The Values and Politics of Display
The section w i l l consist of of four separate
sessions:
1) Between Archaeology and Art History
(Thursday afternoon and Friday morning)
Convener: Ian Jenkins (The British
Museum)
2) The Display of Non-Western Objects
(Friday)
Convener: Paul Greenhalgh (Victoria and
Albert Museum)
3) Between Objects and Buildings
(Saturday morning)
Convener: John House (Courtauld Institute
of A r t )
4) Current Issues
(Sunday)
Convener: Malcolm Baker (Victoria and
Albert Museum)
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The section w i l l explore the ways in which
meanings are generated and/or transformed
by the medium o f display. The first two
sessions, by focusing on Antique and NonWestern A r t , w i l l examine cases where
issues from outside what might be termed
the "aesthetic dimension" have had a bearing on how objects were presented and
understood, and w i l l focus particularly on
objects which have become anonymous by
virtue of their "ancientness" or their
"otherness". The third session w i l l concentrate on relationships between museums/
display spaces and the objects they contain,
examining varied examples, past and
present, where the role and meanings o f
objects are changed by their presentation,
and the significance of these changes for
the construction o f art historical models.

1) Between Archaeology and Art
History (Ian Jenkins)
(a) G Schweikhart (University of Bonn)
and Henning Wrede ( U n i v e r s i t y o f
Cologne): Display, Interpretation and the
Beginning of a Scientific Approach
The arrangement of antiquities in the 15th
century is characterised by isolated
monuments and small collections. The
contemporary epigraphical compilations
list owners and locations but do not try to
establish relations with regard to content.
Accordingly the drawings of antiquites
show the isolated monument, mostly
reliefs and, frequently, single figures out o f
these compositions, which the draughtsmen did not yet understand. In relation to
this isolation o f single monuments we find
a conception of antique art, culture and
history which is limited to the most
distinguished artists* names, to the most
important cultural institutions and few
historical events. In a very personal line of
interpretation these are projected on to the
different monuments.
Towards the end of the 15th century and
especially in the first third of the 16th
century, the first large collections came
into being, and with them the first simple
inventories which presume denomination
and interpretation. Architecture is orientated
towards the special requirements o f the
collections and provides the setting for
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programmatic sceneries "arTantica" and
aesthetic appreciation, in which emphasis
lies on statues and busts. The preponderant
ecclesiastical collections advance an
antiquarian education. Since the middle of
the 16th century this education focuses on a
classificational inventory of the monuments
scattered over different collections,
establishing different categories regarding
the classes of statues, reliefs, instruments
and iconographies. Thereby, the developing
science starts to drift away from the
monuments and concentrates on the study of
thematically cognate drawings. The results
of these studies do nevertheless react upon
the completion of the monuments.
The first big catalogues of the collections
presenting engravings appeared in the 17th
century. They favoured the statues which
invited an aesthetic appreciation. The other
part of antiquarian research devotes itself, as
before, to cultural questions, using the
iconographies as the main subject and thereby
turning the discussion away from the located
monuments, and their antique functions,
and clinging even more strongly than before
to iconographically arranged compilations
of drawings. With regard to this, the
connection of the antique monuments to
architectural and garden arrangements
becomes closer because the growing
iconographical knowledge supports the use
of pictural conceptions in praise of the
collections.
(b) Wolfgang Ernst (University of Leipzig):
Frames at Work - Museological Imagination and Historical Discourse in Neo- Classical Collections of Antiquities (the British
case)
The experience of rapid socio-political
change in continental Europe between 1750
and 1830 led to a historicist consciousness
and the evolutionary display of objects in
museums. These categories can be applied
to a limited extent only in the case of England. In Britain the archaeological "aesthetics of ruins" of Giambattista Piranesi seems
to have been significantly more appealing
than J J Winckelmann's art-historical
approach. The academe "disciplination" of
the classical tradition did not necessarily
lead to the historicisation of the archaelogi-

cal and museological discourse. The
associative aesthetics of presenting objects from antiquity paratactically in real
and imaginary museums evoked different
images of the past than the syntagmatical
logics of history as presented and enchained
in the medium of narrative texts. The
(p)reference of a "picturesque" display of
antiquities
indicates the self-referential
features of the medium "museum" as a
frame of classicistic imagination.
(c) Charles Ryder (Ryder Museums and
Galleries): The Display of Classical
Sculpture: A Designers View
A review of formal and technical
approaches to the display of statuary,
reliefs, busts, inscriptions and fragments.
The emphasis is on the relevance of traditional methods to contemporary practice.
Examples w i l l be drawn from British and
European museums, galleries and stately
homes, and especially from the Roman
examples currently being studied by the
speaker.
Brief introductory remarks will suggest
a theoretical definition for museum design:
collections, when analysed historically and
arranged for public viewing according to
certain abstract principles, can be said to
be designed. The process depends on clear
recognition of administrative, intellectual
and practical requirements.
The main body of the talk will examine
five aesthetic traditions at the disposal of
curators and designers: the tidy warehouse,
the mainstream style, art and existentialism,
propaganda, and historicism. Various
compositional devices used in sculpture
display will be analysed, and physical and
constructional aspects illustrated.
The interdependence of contemporary
and historical influences will be noted in
conclusion, with reference to the sacred
and profane aspects of classical sculpture
display, and the opportunities for curators
and designers to achieve both Platonic and
educational coherence in the preparation
of sculpture displays and galleries.
(d) Richard Brilliant (Columbia University. New York): Classical Art, Caught
between Art History and Archaeolovx
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Winckelmann privileged artworks, but
Lessing favoured texts over images as richer
products of ancient culture, an attitude
maintained by Wilamowitzian philology.
Subsequently, professionalism displaced
Schliemann with Dorpfeld in archaeology
and positivistic history centered on the evidentiary materiality of artworks as primary documents and symbol systems.
Modern anthropological archaeology further subordinates the artistic properties of
objects, a position consistent with the current devaluation of the artwork as a privileged object. I f such objects must conform
to our knowledge and be informed by interpretive agendas, more tolerant modes of
discourse are needed to present the artwork
in its original setting and after.

2) The Display of Non-Western Objects
(Paul Greenhalgh)
(a) Moira Vincentelli (University of Aberystwyth): From Traditional Potter to Artist Potter
It is a longstanding practice among potters
to hold events at which potters demonstrate
their work and techniques and this has
occasionally involved non-Western potters demonstrating in Europe or America
sometimes in conjunction with an exhibition of their work. The paper w i l l examine
this phenomenon and consider its implications both for the spectator and the potter
who comes from a traditional society.
In particular it w i l l consider the
promotion and display of the work of
individual potters from traditional societies
who become singled out as "artist
personalities" and whose work becomes
well known through demonstrations,
museum collecting and gallery promotion.
Examples to be considered would be Ladi
m

Kwali (Nigeria) and Maria Martinez (New
Mexico).
(b) Anna Jackson (Victoria and Albert
Museum): Imagining Japan: Victorian
Perception and Acquisition of Japanese
Culture
The opening up of Japan to the West
occurred at a time when racist and imperialist ideologies were becoming increasingly prevalent in Europe. The critical

appraisal o f Japanese art in the second half
of the nineteenth century was part of a
wider debate on the nature o f Japanese
civilisation.

nations to control their own representation
through display in the 1925 Paris Exposi-

(b) Alan Wallach (The College o f W i l l i a m
and M a r y , W i l l i a m s b u r g ) : MOMA

tion Internationale des Arts decoratifs et
industriels modernes. China was repre-

Revisited

In 1877 the South Kensington Museum
acquired a collection o f 216 Japanese
ceramics which had been exhibited the
previous year in the Japanese section of the
International Exhibition at Philadelphia.
This paper explores the strategies underlying the acquisition in relation to the American exhibition and within the context of
Victorian attitudes towards non-European
cultural artefacts. It w i l l show how the
institutional display o f these objects was
part o f a public discourse about Japan and
Japanese culture.

sented by a small group of artists resident in
Paris, who received no support from the
Chinese state, embroiled in civil war. The
Japanese contribution was made with the
full backing of the state, now accepted as
possessing broadly equal status with.the
Western powers. The Japanese pavilion
stressed national, conservative forms in a
way which ran counter to the stated aims of
the exhibition's organisers, yet received a
good response from critics, together with a
number of prizes. The Chinese contribution
was ignored.

(c) Reina Lewis: Bird's Eye View: Henriette Browne and Women s Orientalism
Browne's paintings o f harem life were
rapturously seized upon by some French
critics as eye witness accounts of forbidden
territory. Just how unusual was it for a
woman to paint Orientalist scenes, are they
any different to the male produced
examples of the genre and how far did
gender affect their popular and critical
reception?
This paper w i l l introduce an analysis o f
women as cultural producers into what has
largely been seen as a male field. It w i l l
examine the Orientalist works of the French
painter Henriette Browne who exhibited
regularly at the Salon, the Expositions
Universelles, at Gambart's private gallery
in London and the Royal Academy. Her
work w i l l be considered against the wider
historical project of imperialism and
changes in women's education and cultural
achievements. Further, the contemporary
critical discourses of nation, class, gender
and taste w i l l be assessed as a fluctuating
set o f relati'onal terms which variously
determined the critical representation o f
Browne and the interpretation o f her work
across a range o f presses.
(d) Craig Clunas (Victoria and Albert
Museum): Modern China, Modern Japan:

The Display of Asian Cultures at the 1925
Paris Exposition Internationale

This paper w i l l attempt to understand
the differing critical reaction to the Chinese
and Japanese projects for a display o f their
national culture and suggest ways in which
the term "modern" was constructed by East
Asian artists and designers, addressing a
Western audience.

3) Between Objects and Buildings (John
House)
(a) Brandon Taylor (Winchester College
of Art): The 1897 Tate

In 1984, after a four-year hiatus, a renovated Museum of Modern Art opened to
the public. This "new" M O M A . designed
by Cesar PeHi, doubled its gallery space
and vastly expanded its restaurants, film
theatres and stores. A four-storey glasswalled atrium, called "The Garden Hall",
provided a focal point, opening the ground
floor lobby to the sculpture garden and
dramatising the visitor's movements from
the lobby to the galleries. Yet i f Pelli's
renovation brought M O M A up to current
standards o f museum design, it also
signalled the museum's conservatism, its
deep commitment to its own institutional
history. Pelli's renovation was, in effect,
intended to enshrine, to make even more
permanent and influential the version of
modernism institutionalised by M O M A
during the 1930s and 1940s.
This paper explores the reasons for
M O M A ' s conservatism, arguing that the
Museum's role as "the most influential
institution of its kind in the w o r l d " (in the
words o f Douglas Davis) made Pelli's
design all but inevitable.

*

The events surrounding the founding of the
Tate Gallery in 1897 can be reconstructed
in a number o f ways: as philanthropy, as an
event in the renewal o f London, as confirmation of a " B r i t i s h " manner in art, as a
moment in a larger theme of national selfconsciousness and pre-eminence. We try
here to articulate the "epistemic field" within
which Tate's "gift" became acceptable to
the government o f the day on behalf of the
nation, and how the late Victorians could
consider the gallery as a contribution to the
eradication of crime. Central to this
account is the nature of the building, its original contents, and how and for whom they
were displayed. The erection of a classical
"Temple of A r t " on the site o f an ancient
prison provides one motif: another, the
particularities o f Tate's aesthetic
inheritance and its conversion from private archive into public property within a particular framework of display.

China and Japan were the only two Asian
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(c) Adrian Le Harivel (National Gallery
of Ireland): Georgian Town Houses through

20th Century Exes
The Georgian town house museum is often
regarded as an authentic recreation o f the
18th century social world, compared with
fabricated medieval cultural experiences.
In fact it is an assemblage of details whose
present appearance closely reflects the
knowledge and aims of present day owners. As a structure, it is part of the context
of the overall city, where with increased
commercial use of property, it can become
merely symbolic of a past era, regarded as
part of, the heritage, when that term no
longer has a specific meaning. Mobility of
former owners and their possessions, a
lack of inventories, short-lived fashions (as
paint scrapes show), and changing uses
from places of parade to more intimate
interiors, all create problems in presenting
an authentic vision. Written accounts of
visits lack specific details and even seem-
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ingly realistic pictures by Zoffany,

Re-

inagle or Hussey can rarely be tied d o w n to
specific examples. The historic house w i t h
a careful choice o f contents is w e l l seen in
the

Georgian House. Edinburgh or the

Harrison Gray Otis House, Boston. The
preservation o f important architectural and
plasterwork in t w o merged houses, as a
museum and place for educational use, is
shown in N e w m a n House, D u b l i n , w h i l e
90 M e r r i o n Square, D u b l i n , home o f the
National Gallery o f Ireland Friends, aims
to recreate the cultural atmosphere o f the

4) Current Issues (Malcolm Baker)
(a) Ian Jenkins (The British Museum):
Aesthetes and Archaeologists in the 19thCentury Sculpture Galleries of the British Museum
D u r i n g the 1850s the idea o f combining
the British Museum sculptures w i t h the
National Gallery's pictures was hotly
debated. In the arguments against separation o f the collections we see the emergence of a new archaeological consciousness that contrasts w i t h the aesthetic
assertions o f some museum critics.

period w i t h museum pictures and furnishings. In contrast to these, 15 Henrietta Street

(b)

and the Provost's House, D u b l i n , are houses

A r t ) : Re-presenting
Revisionism:
Questions of Value in the Display of 19th
Century Painting

in

private

ownership

with

different

physical modes and contexts o f display.

John House (Courtauld Institute o f

of the History of Ideas, 1951) in which the
author discusses the methods by w h i c h the
arts were categorised from Classical A n t i q uity through to the Renaissance. It becomes
evident from the paper that hierarchies w ithin
the arts were fluid and dependent upon various, extraneous factors.
The present paper w i l l take up this idea and
examine the method(s) o f categorisation used
in the 20th century. It w i l l make suggestions
as to how this compartmentalisation came
about and provide acritique o f it. Classification
o f the arts, it w i l l be suggested, is not an
innocent or disinterested exercise, but has far
wider implications for those w h o make and
consume them.
Discussion.

Recent research on 19th century art has
(d) Jeff Rosen (University o f Rochester.

challenged the canon o f "great modern

New Y o r k ) : Modern Photography Institutionalised: The International
Exhibitions
of Pictorial Photography at the Albright
Art Gallery in 19/0

masters", and has broadened the field o f

The "Salon M o v e m e n t " o f p i c t o r i a l
photography was a short-lived movement
o f photographic exhibition and promotion.
Initially established in 1898 to promote all
forms o f pictorial photography p r o v i d i n g
evidence o f "individual artistic expression*',
by 1910 the movement slowly ground to a
halt, as photographic exhibitions became
characterised by standardised subjects,
printing techniques, methods o f mounting
and framing, and exhibition design. The
International E x h i b i t i o n of Pictorial
Photography in 1910 helped to establish a
comprehensive model based upon such
standardisation and purism for the movement. The model revealed at this E x h i b i tion advanced an ideological position claiming that individual expression emerged from
an artist's w o r k precisely when it set itself
apart from the larger external standardised
exhibition context. By examining this history o f the Salon Movement and the institutional structures influencing its development, this paper analyses w h y photographic
multiples became redefined as one-of-akind prints possessing the status o f high art.

and their social and ideological bases.

study - to hitherto neglected

images

(notably Salon painting), and to a broader
study o f the institutions o f the art world
Museums have responded in various
ways to these shifts, both in temporary
exhibitions and in the display o f their
permanent collections. I w i l l

examine

two major museum reinstallations o f the
past decade, both initially described as
"revisionist": the Meyer w i n g at the
Metropolitan Museum o f Art, New York,
and the Musee d'Orsay, in both o f w h i c h
essentially

traditional,

assumptions lie behind

modernist
the

apparent

pluralism o f their displays.
Beyond this, I w i l l consider the ways
in w h i c h revisionist readings o f 19th
century

art

might be assimilated

to

museum and exhibition display and reach
a wider public, examining the size o f
gallery spaces, their hanging and wall
colour, the differentiation between works

5. T h e Viewer in the Frame
(Friday and Saturday morning)
Conveners: Caroline Arscott (Courtauld
Institute o f A r t )
David Solkin (Courtauld Institute of A r t )
(a) A n n P u l l a n ( N e w n h a m
C a m b r i d g e ) : "Conversations

College,

on
Art":
Writing a Space for the Female Viewer in the
"Repository of Arts"
1809-/S28

The early 19th century marked a crucial
moment in the shift away from the ideals of
" p u b l i c " art towards more privatised values
and viewpoints. This shift required the rewriting o f earlier gender differences to reinstate
the dominance p f the male viewpoint, w h i l e
recognising that women represented important audiences for literature and art. The paper
w i l l ask what happened to the "female" viewer
when privatised values, a new emphasis upon
the particular and concrete in nature, and the
rise o f domestic genre might appear to have
privileged the woman's viewpoint. It w i l l
focus upon the particular conjunction o f capital, commerce, fashion, politics, class and
•

of different status, and the crucial and
much disputed issue o f the use o f verbal
and comparative material.
(c) Paul Greenhalgh ( V i c t o r i a and
Albert Museum): The Modern System of
the Arts
The title o f this paper is taken from an
article bv Paul Oskar Kristeller {Journal
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gender as manifested in the Repository of Arts
to examine the way women were being rewritten as superficial, trivial consumers o f "art
commodities: in marked contrast to articulations o f "authentic" male experiences o f " A r t "
in the more liberal periodicals o f the period, as
distanced from the commercial, the fashionable and the feminine.
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(b) Alex Potts (Goldsmiths College,
University of London): Sculpture and the

of a "feminine" versus a "masculine" way
of judging art in 18th century Britain, and to
Mythology of Unmediated Viewing
suggest how this contributed to the ideolThis paper explores the forms of subjectiv- ogy which assigned women an inferior role
ity implicit in mythic definitions of the ex- in relationship to the visual arts.
perience of sculpture as an unmediated, osFrom the early 1700s onwards, British
tensibly unframed engagement between writers on art (such as Shaftesbury, Wren
viewer and object. It compares two histori- and Richardson) insisted that the proper
cal moments when paradigmatic bourgeois appreciation of painting was a rigorously
notions of subjectivity were played out in intellectual activity, an exercise of rational
conceptions of how a viewing subject might "masculine" judgement as opposed to infeideally apprehend a free-standing work of rior "effeminate" taste. Although the validart. First, there is the later Enlightenment, a ity of this distinction was occasionally
time when a distinctively modern fetishisa- challenged, notably by Allan Ramsay,
tion of the sculptural object began to emerge, thanks to Sir Joshua Reynolds it became
along with the development of the public part of the academic rhetoric which constimuseum as the exemplary setting for view- tuted official doctrine and dominant ideoling it; and then, the late 19th century, a ogy. In this instance theory strongly influmoment when imagining sculpture as a enced practice, by contributing to the
context-free fragmentary image started to circumstances which excluded women from
call into question its traditional staging for the Royal Academy and devalued the sorts
the spectator in a formal museum or of art they produced.
monumental context.
(e) Andrew McClellan (Tufts University,
(c) Susan L Siegfried (Getty Art History Boston): Judgement, Connoisseurship and
Information Program, Santa Monica): Boilly Modes of Pictorial Display in 1 Hth-century

and the Frame-up of "trompe-f oeil"
The trompe-loeil Louis-Leopold Boilly

produced in the early stages of his career
may have begun as exercises to demonstrate his technical mastery. Yet Boilly
expanded the boundaries of that genre,
. testing how far he could go with a form in
which minute fidelity to the actual
simultaneously announces itself as patently
artificial.
By its very nature,
trompe-loeil
provokes a dual response in the viewer:
first we accept the illusion; then we
understand the trick, and our relation to the
illusion changes immediately. Thus the artist
controls the viewer'scomplicity in the hoax.
T romp-l oeil is an especially powerful
means of positioning the viewer, and I
explore this interplay between viewer and
painting in terms of the artist's control of
that dynamic.
(d) Carol Gibson-Wood (Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario): The Gendering of

Taste in 18th-centurx Britain

The principal aims of this paper are to
identify and discuss the conceptualisation

(0 Lewis Johnson (Goldsmiths College,
University of London): Violent Harmo-

nies: Gauguin and Fantasies of Force

In this paper I want to re-examine some of
the claims which Gauguin made about the
form and significance of his late, largescale figure compositions painted in and of
Tahiti. Under consideration will be the
conditions of the licence which Gauguin
issued to his audience to experience these
works as music, an analogy which would
determine his audience as undifferentiated
save by that "music" itself, what he called
nature's "inner force". But this addressee
of force, the apparently universal audience
of modern painting, is already differentiated - as coloniser and colonised, for example. Gauguin's invitation to an undifferentiated audience will be shown to have
depended on an imagined identity of the
significance of Tahitian culture, contained
within an imaginary framework which
fantasises a return of force on the colonisers. The paper will conclude with a
consideration of the return and non-return
of the look by some of the many figures of
France
idols in Gauguin's paintings, which will be
No subject was more keenly contested in shown both to support that imagined identhe 18th-century French art world than the tity of Tahitian culture and to figure that
qualifications of the true connoisseur and imaginary return of force.
the criteria of proper judgement. In this
paper I propose to examine texts by Feli- (g) Joan Coutu (University College
bien, de Piles and the Coypel on the nature London): Public Commission and Public
of connoisseurship, and will explain how Reaction: Monumental Sculpture in the
their views were conditioned by the needs British Colonies
of the Royal Academy. I will also argue that Of all types of sculpture, the public
their arguments had a direct bearing on the memorial demands, by its very nature, the
way important collections were formed and participation of the viewer. This paper will
arranged, including the Orleans collection examine a select number of public monuat the Palais Royal and France's first public ments which were shipped from Britain to
art gallery at the Luxembourg palace (1750). its colonies in the late 18th century. Public
Accompanied by the texts of de Piles and sculpture has the potential of forcing a
his disciples, these installations attempted particular construction on the viewer
to mould an ideal body of connoisseurs and through subject matter, dimensions and
collectors, of works by living artists as well location. A life-size monument of George
as the Old Masters. I will conclude by III, presented by the King to the people of
summarising how definitions of connois- Montreal (1766), declared the British presseurship. together with notions of how ence in the recently acquired colony. Within
collections were best to be displayed, twelve years the monument was defaced
changed during the second half of the and ultimately destroyed by the "Canadicentury.
ens". My paper will focus on the political
and social context which precipitated the
commissioning of these monuments. The
12
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actual response of the viewer will be
analysed in terms of the circumstances
surrounding the commission.
(h) Rose Marie San Juan (University of
British Columbia): Defining Spectators for
"The Great Theatre of Europe": 17thcentury Guidebooks to Rome and their Audiences
This paper will focus on the tourist guidebook in 17th-century Rome, and consider
how the urgency to define a modern urban
experience links up with a diversifying
population (both local and foreign) and the
need to define it in particular ways. A
central concern is how visual forms of
mediating the urban experience became
crucial to the emergence of touristic relationships and ways of viewing in the city.
By revealing distinctions and disjunctures
between the visual and textual forms of
representation combined in guidebooks,
this study will explore the particular role of
visual representation in the ability of guidebooks to recast their audiences and mediate
an urbanism constructed primarily in terms
of tourism.
(i) Tag Gronberg: Speaking Volumes: the
Pavilion de 1' Esprit Nouveau
This paperexamines the Pavilion de l'Esprit
Nouveau project from the 1925 Paris
Exposition Internationale des Arts decoratifs et industriels modernes. It argues that
notions of the "modern" are produced
through a complex series of repressions,
displacements and denials. In particular,
how
do gendered/engendering
representations of the body function in this
articulation of "the modern"?
Intended as polemic statement, the
Pavilion - with its apparently massproduced and standardised fittings, furniture
and "objets" - is today (as in 1925) most
often represented as the definitive statement
of a highly "rational", Purist "machine
aesthetic". By contrast, I propose reading
the Pavilion project as a fantasy of "the
modern".
(j) Heather Dawkins (University of Leeds):
Viewers and Identifictions in 1886
Although the recent literature on Degas's

bathers often secures the viewer's identification with the women bathing, such an
identification was completely foreign to
the major 19th-century discussion of
Degas's bathers. This paper will discuss
the social and historical significance of
identifications that were offered the
viewers in 1886 and one woman's response
to them.
(k) Harriet Edquist (Victoria University
of Technology): Scopic Regimes of Modernity: False Perspectives or New Views?
In his essay "Scopic regimes of modernity", Martin Jay offers an overview of
Modernism's "ocularcentrism". Briefly
reviewing the abundant literature which
places Cartesian perspectivalism at the
centre of Modern experience, Jay examines
some results of this "scopic regime":
"abstract coldness of the gaze", "de-narrativization", "de-eroticizing the visual
order". While alerting us to a few alternatives to this dominant model, Jay discusses
just one, Dutch painting as understood by
Svetlana Alpers. From the questions and
texts that follow Jay's essay, it would
appear that his summary of the origins of
Modernism's vision is the accepted one.
My paper w i l l argue against this
prevalent view. After a brief look at
"de-narrativization" and "de-eroticizing",
I w i l l concentrate on the supposed rupture
between subject and object. I will argue
that what has never been discussed in relation to Renaissance (here I mean 15th century) painting is the possibility that the perspective model can be used as a critique of
itself, and of logocentrism. It thus models
the operation of the mind in analysing the
limits of human knowledge and functions
exactly as a classical epistemological paradox as found in Parmenides, Dionysius and
Nicholas of Cusa. The evidence for my
argument will come from the work of Paolo
Uccello, Jan van Eyck and Piero della
Francesca.

6. Some Genre Issues in Art History
(Saturday and Sunday)
Convener: Charles Ford
(University
College London)
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(a) David Bellingham (Institute of Classical Studies, London): Defining "Genre":
Parallel Problems in Classical and 17thcentury Dutch Painting
Our understanding of 17th century Dutch
genre painting is hindered by the general
absence of an exact physical context owing
to their portability and lack of documentation. Paradoxically the chronologically
remote Pompeian material has often
retained its pristine location owing to its
"fixed" nature as wall painting. This paper
seeks to utilise our privileged view o f the
physical context of genre at Pompeii in
order to increase our comprehension o f the
Dutch examples. Though historically alien,
1 st century Pompeii presents striking social
and economic parallels to 17th-century
urban Dutch culture.
Low-genre subjects appear in both "low"
and "high" social locations in Pompeii.
The paper explores the formal gulf between
the representation of servile labour in a
servile location and as it appears in
bourgeois contexts: subjects include shopkeepers, wine-deliverers and launderers.
An analysis of variations in formal and
stylistic treatment as related to location
offers a methodological model for
hypothetical recontextualisation of similar
Dutch subjects.
Literary discourses on genre in the
classical world parallel modern hierarchical
views which are based on current
ideological attitudes rather than objective
responses to the images. Formal and
contextual analyses of low genre in
Pompeian and Dutch culture reveal images
as stylistically complex as the assumed
generic peaks of history/myth/religion.
(b) Wendy Wassyng Roworth (University
of Rhode Island): Painting History in
Naples: The Revolt of Masaniello
In 1647 a fisherman Masaniello led the
Neapolitan sub-proletariat in a rebellion
against the Spanish-ruled state, a subject
recorded in contemporary history paintings. Interpretation of their pictorial and
narrative structures, appropriated from
representational conventions developed in
other visual as well as verbal genres,
reveals their ideological frameworks.
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Cerquozzi's version has been characterised by one art historian as a "mock-heroic"
painted for an anti-Spanish Roman patron.
In a different mode Domenico Gargiulo
depicted the rebellion as crowds of tiny figures seen from above, a pictorial format
which appears to equate civic disruption
with natural disasters in Naples - the eruption of Vesuvius and the plague of 1656 as represented in his two companion paintings. Later historians of Neapolitan art
claimed that Gargiulo and other artists had
participated in Masaniello's revolt. These
"artist-revolutionaries" became part of an
idealised history of art which romanticised
both its revolutionary past and the image of
the artists.

N

(c) Emma Barker (Courtauld Institute of
Art): From Teniers to Greuze: La Lecture
de la Bible and its context
This paper will place the picture which first
brought Greuze to public attention in the
context of debates on genre painting and
pastoral poetry in mid-18th century France.
Netherlandish genre scenes, although criticised for their vulgarity, appeared to offer
an authentic vision of peasant life, which
would reinvigorate the artificial genre of
courtly pastoral. La Lecture de la Bible
fulfilled the demands of literary critics for
a naturalistic yet moralised version of
pastoral. The collective act of bible-reading, which it depicts, affirms rural order
and community in opposition to urban
disorder and individualism. As in the early
writings of Rousseau, the nostalgic evocation of rustic innocence makes possible a
moral critique of modern society. This
endowed humble domestic genre in France
with a new didactic function, anticipating
Greuze's later ambitious tableaux.
(d) Peter Cherry (Trinity College,
Dublin): Food for Thought? Early Still Life
Painting in Spain
This paper will look at Spanish still life
painting in its contemporary context of the
early 17th century. The evidence of writing
on art, as well as documentary sources, can
help in "reading" this relatively new but
"lowly" genre, which functioned as an
innocuous alternative to religious painting.

This will be discussed in the light of very
recent interpretations of early Spanish still
life as being an avant-garde, sophisticated
and elitist genre.
(e) Charles Ford (University College
London): Conventions and Obviousness in
17th-century Holland
In this paper I shall be looking at concepts
of genre in the writings of Karel van
Mander (1548-1606), author of Het
Schilderboeck. For the modern reader it is
necessary that one abandons contemporary
notions of category and kind when seeking
to understand those employed by Van Mander. With little apparent sense of governing
principle Van Mander combined Aristotelian literary theory, rhetorical theory and
the pragmatism of a working painter in
various mixtures suitable to the various
kinds of discourse employed in Het
Schilderboeck. I shall try to make some
sense of Van Mander's use of categories
(and risk rationalising them) and in
summing up seek to relate Van Mander's
notions to the developments in Dutch art
theory during the the 17th century as a
whole.
(f) Vernon Hyde Minor (University of
Colorado): The Arcadianism of 18thcentury Painting
I propose to define the genre of Arcadianism as a frame for the art of the 18th century
and to show how this urge for a golden age
ordered and informed many of the paintings of the period. Although the tradition of
Arcadia springs from literary sources, it
has much to do with the visual arts as well.
There are two Arcadias, as most critics
point out: the one in Greece and the
spiritual Arcadia. It is this latter form that
enters the mainstreams of European culture
in the Renaissance (note especially
Sidney's New Arcadia and Sannazaro's
Arcadia), inspires the development of
Venetian landscape in the 16th century,
becomes thematic material for artists in the
17th century (numerous paintings of Et in
Arcadia Ego) and determines much of the
tone of the Rococo.
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(g) Valerie Mainz (University College
London): The Fortunes of Allegory in
France during the 1760s
Allegory was a recognised artistic genre or
convention in 18th-century France. Prints,
painting, interior decoration and monumental sculpture made explicit use of the
form. This paper will take one decade during the century and examine the production
of such forms of allegory. It will argue that
some of the critical response it inspired
might seem to be directly at odds with the
requirements and taste of its patrons. The
position of allegory within a stated hierarchy of academic excellence of performance will also be examined.
Processes of unmasking and unveiling,
concealing and revealing, disclosing and
exposing are a part of the beholder's share,
which the practice of allegory demanded.
Such processes can also be linked to broader
debates, taking place at the time, about the
social role of culture and the arts. It will
become evident that some of the response
to the work of allegory was complex, diverse
and non-uniform.
(h) Thomas F Rowlands (University of
Illinois at Chicago): Quatremere de Quincy
and the Genres
During the first half of the 19th century,
French Romantic artists, with their inherent rejection of traditional categories of
production, had no more powerful nemesis
than Quatremere de Quincy (1755-1849).
This "French Winckelmann" in 1800
launched a concerted attack against the
evolving taste for "sensations materielles"
in a series of theoretical writings, institutionalising these theories as Permanent
Secretary of the Academie (1816-39).
His Neoplatonic aesthetic described
certain profound truths of experience,
interpreted through ancient Greece: the goal
of artistic imitation is man; true imitation
resides only in the ideal; truth is constant
and universal. Thus portraiture is dangerous,
clinging to "individuelle" nature, while
genre merely portraiture writ large, mired
likewise in particular, concrete, accidental
details. Military painting, content recording
places, circumstances and uniforms,
represents exactitude pretending historic
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truth. History painting alone has the power
to elevate:
le beau ideal, artistic
hieroglyphs, addressed to the intelligence.
Quatremere's fifty-year campaign - as arts
administrator or theorist - had one goal:
reduction, generalisation, purification, to
reach the highest possible verity.

7. Anti-Academicism Before the AvantGarde
(Friday)
Conveners: David Bindman (University
College, London)
Philippe Bordes (Musee de la Revolution
Franchise, Vizille)
(a) Simon Lee (University of Reading):
David and the Academy in the 1780s
My paper will consider the response of the
Academy to Davidian principles in the
1780s. The Oath of the Horatii, with its
dissonances and the flouting of accepted
compositional rules, represents a decisive
rupture between David and the Academy.
David attached great importance to the
dissemination of his style and at times
appears to have provided assistance to his
pupils competing for the Prix de Rome. On
a personal level, David cultivated an image
of an individual fighting to combat the
privileges of a state-supported institution.
He also felt that the Academy smacked of
trade and of the artisan - a position he
wished to distance himself from. Such
postures created tensions, and further hostility and jealousy were fostered by the
highly talented pupils who David attracted
to his studio and by their successes in the
Prix de Rome. There is evidence that the
work of David and of his pup! * caused
disquiet amidst the Academic hierarchy
and caused the 1786 Prix de Rome to be
cancelled due to a "similarity of styles".
1

(b) Tony Halliday (Courtauld Institute of
Art): Representations of Non-Academic
Artists at the Directoire Salons
In 1791 the Paris Salon was opened to nonacademic artists for the first time. The
contemporary polemic on academies, which
stigmatised them as exclusive corporations,
corrupt, socially divisive and inimical to

natural talent, insured a favourable critical
reception for such artists, many of whom
were miniaturists without any academic
training. The terms of that polemic also
dictated the sort of identity to which artists
laid claim in the portraits which they exhibited of themselves and each other. Such
portraits themselves serve a polemical end
during the reaction of 1795 to 1797, when
there were calls for restriction of the right to
exhibit and, by implication, for the
re-establishment of the academy. Portraits
of artists draw on the revolutionary identification of the citizen with universal man.
The strains and contradictions of this
identification, together with the revision to
which it is subjected under the Directoire,
help to determine new characterisations
of the artist in the market and society.

to the functions of art in a rapidly modernising society: already the values it carries
were perceived in an Arnoldian light, as a
necessary tool of hegemony. It was, however, also deeply mistrusted as the locus
clqssicus of patronage in the world of "old
corruption".

(e) Neil McWilliam (University of East
Anglia): "A has 1'autocratiedesarts!": the
Politics of Anti-academicism in France
1830-50
This paper will examine the political
dimensions of attacks on the Academy by
republican artists and critics under the July
Monarchy. Focusing on the seminal opposition art journal La Liberte, and the grouping for which it served as a mouthpiece, it
will argue that during the 1830s and 1840s
anti-academicism not only provided effective cover for more wide-ranging polemics
(c) Regis Michel (Musee du Louvre):
against the institutions of the constitutional
Gericault: a painter of the margin
monarchy, but also proved central in the
Gericault may be the first true marginal
growing agitation for a naturalist art
painter in France since the foundation of
directly responsive to contemporary socithe Academy, even i f he exhibited at the
ety. Here, the control of unmediated expeSalon. This marginality, which had a forerience by externally imposed conventions,
runner with Greuze, determined the
and the contrasting power of truth as a force
rupture not only with the academic system
for artistic liberation and renewal, provided
(llnstitut) but with the artistic establishthe thematic foundations for an aesthetic
ment (David). The connection between
supposedly attuned to fostering progresmarginality and romanticism, once
sive political change. These themes forequestioned by Benjamin, has to be read
grounded the exploration of subjectivity as
again according to the various methodocentral to a practice which respected the
logical premises of a modern mythology.
sovereign independence of the individual
artist and apparently allowed direct
(d) Tom Gretton (University College
exploration of material reality, uncontamiLondon): Anti-academicism and the 1835
Select Committee on Art and Design
nated by the external authority of tradition
The House of Commons of the period
embodied in Academic protocols. The
immediately after the reform act was vigorimplications of this reassessment for midously progressive. The Committee set up in
19th-century Realism will be explored.
1835 to enquire into the current state of art
and design heard evidence from B R
Haydon denouncing the Royal Academy,
8. Art Criticism Since 1890: Authors,
and a defence of the Academy's contribuTexts, Contexts
tion to the development of Art in England
(Thursday-Sunday)
from, among others, Sir Martin Archer
Convener: Malcolm Gee (Newcastle-uponShee.
Tyne Polytechnic)
This paper places this controversy, and
Haydon's anti-academicism, within the
context of the movement to set up schools
of design. The evidence given to the Select
Committee suggests contradictory attitudes
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(a) Dario Gamboni (Council of Europe,
Berne): Critics on Art Criticism: A Critical
Approach
This paper intends to propose a structural
analysis of the field of art criticism in the
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early 20th century based in particular on an
interpretation of a number o f selfreflexive, polemical and programmatic
statements on art criticism published by
French critics around 1900.
(b) Patricia Hills (Boston University): The
Corporate State and the Emergence of
Modernism in the United States: the
Mediation
of Language
in
Critical
Practice
The books of Arthur Jerome Eddy
(Cubists and Post-Impressionism, 1914)
and Willard Huntington Wright (Modern
Painting, 1915) followed on the heels of
the famous 1913 Armory Show which
introduced modernism to a broad North
American public. To Eddy modernism
affirmed capitalist modernisation; to
Wright the American variety provided the
occasion to stride ahead of European
cultural dominance. Both their arguments
not only shaped the artistic canon for the
20th century but set the very discourse
used by subsequent writers (Alfred Barr,
Jr. and Clement Greenberg) to win for
American abstract expressionism dominance over other artistic styles.
(c) Jane Lee (Glasgow): Andre Lhote: Art
Critic for La Nouvelle Revue Franchise
(d) M Stone-Richards (University of
London): Nominalism and Emotion in
Reverdy s Account of Cubism, 1917-1927
This paper proposes an analytic study of
the role of "nominalism" and "emotion" in
Reverdy' s account of Cubism between 1917
(the publication of "Sur le cubisme") and
1927 (the publication of Le Gant de crin).
It is proposed to show (i) a particular and
historically specific concern with the
language and nature of artistic emotion in
the 'teens and 'twenties among the avantgarde, especially Apollinaire and Jacob
upon whose work Reverdy draws; (ii) that
Reverdy's attitude toward the material of
art is nominalist, which attitude explains
his concept of syntheses and (iii) that there
obtains a tension between Reverdy's nominalism and his conception of emotion which
results in an unintentional solipsism. It is to
this tension that are due many of the

obscurities in Reverdy's developing
account of Cubism, and, indeed, his
intellectual break with Breton in 1924.
(e) Margaret Garlake (Courtauld Institute
of Art): Between Paris and New York:
critical constructions of "Englishness",
c1945-60
This paper will discuss attempts by critics
in the early post-war period to define a
national school in opposition to Paris
(Michael Ayrton, Patrick Heron); perceptions of "foreignness" in Constructivism;
the promotion of St Ives painting as
quintessentially E n g l i s h ; Lawrence
Alloway's dismissal of St Ives art and his
appropriation of gesture, chance and play
in constructing an arena for contemporary
English painting between Tachisme and
hard-edge.
(0 David Cohen (University of London):
"The Forms of
Things
Unknown":
Herbert Read and Psxcho-analxsis
As early as 1925, T S Eliot diagnosed in
Herbert Read "a transition from psychology to metaphysics", anticipating the, rift
of two modernist critics along selfproclaimed "classical" and "romantic" lines.
This paper will show how, thanks to his
synthesising approach, Read managed to
accommodate psycho-analysis within a
consistently "romantic" perspective. (He
incorporated phenomenology and existentialism in a similar way.) An urgent,
apocalyptic yearning for psychic balance
in an over-mechanised civilisation registers in his Jungian interpretation in the
1950s of Henry Moore and Picasso.
(g) Sarah Wilson (Courtauld Institute of
Art): From Barthes to
Baudrillard-French
Theory and Criticism in Context, c 1960-90
While art historical practice is everincreasingly seen to hinge on "theory" - a
matrix of disciplines generated from Paris
from the late 1950s onwards, art in France
from 1945 to the present scarcely figures in
art historical discussion or the university
agenda. Concomitantly, to take Greenberg's
writings as the watershed from which
various "post-modernist" positions are
elaborated is a purely Anglo-Saxon
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attitude. Post-war art in Paris, from Nouveau Realism and Support-Surface to
contemporary artists and movements has
always anticipated and reflected new
theoretical developments. French art institutions have reflected the cold war legacy
in their hostility to American ideas; "postmodernism" is a relatively alien and exotic
discourse. How should one define "anglosaxon" art history, historically and sociologically speaking? Can the dichotomy
between the reception of French theory and
the neglect of its art practice continue in a
new Europe?
(h) Helene Lassalle (Conservateur des
Musees de France, Paris): Art Criticism as
Strategy: a Case Study - the term nouveau
realisme from Fernard Leger to Pierre
Restany
Taking the example of the term nouveau
realisme first employed by Fernand Leger
in 1913 and taken up for his own purposes
by Pierre Restany in 1960, this paper
argues that the interest of critical texts is
often slight from an aesthetic point of view.
Modern art criticism is primarily the adoption of a strategic position by both artist and
critic towards preceding and contemporary
art movements, which needs to be read in
terms of the social and economic forces
which underpin it.
(i) Valerie Holman (Wimbledon School
of Art): Framing the Critic: Art Publishers
and their Influence
(j) Gerard Mermoz (Liverpool Polytechnic): Essence, Reference and Truth Value:
the Epistemological Dimension of the
Critical Text
In the wake of recent claims and counterclaims, made in the name of Post-Modernism, this paper will examine the heuristic
value of the concept of Post-Modernism, in
the context of recent debates which have
opposed Modernism and Post-Modernism,
constructing them as two discrete, mutually exclusive philosophical positions. By
focusing on the rhetorical devices through
which criticial texts formulate their claims
to truth, this paper will examine the central
role played by essentialism in implement-
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ing the reference and claims to truth of the
critical text.
Finally, I hope to link essentialism and
the modalities of reference (claims to truth)
te other institutionalised sites where power
and knowledge interact in the apparent
objectivity of the text.

9. Training and Education in the Plastic
Arts
(Saturday )
Convener: Helen Rees (The Design
Museum)

(k) Christopher Green (Courtauld Institute of Art): Zervos, Picasso and Brassai:
Ethnographers in the Field
This paper centres on the alliance between
the critic Christian Zervos and Picasso. The
focus is on the 'thirties. A n attempt will be
made to demonstrate that Zervos's
criticisi
interviews and his catalogue of
Picasso's oeuvre
work together to
construct a very specific notion of Picasso,
one that conforms to a particular model of
the formation of knowledge: an ethnological model. Brassa'i's photographs of
Picasso's studios and his "conversations"
with Picasso w i l l be brought to bear as
evidence of the ethnological connection. It
will be argued that the distinctly structured
notion of Picasso set out by Zervos in
collaboration with Picasso has had a pervasive effect on the way his work has been
looked at ever since.

(b) Peter Dormer (Design Analysis
International)
(c) John Turpin (National College of Art
and Design, Dublin)

(1) David Carrier (Carnegie Mellon
University, Pittsburgh): Walter Benjamin
and Baudelaire: lessons about the tasks of
art criticism in the J 990s
Walter Benjamin's highly original, deeply
mysterious commentary on Baudelaire
raises problems of lasting interest for the
working art critic. According to Benjamin,
Baudelaire's poetry is fundamentally concerned with handling the shocks produced
by early modernist culture. In describing
these shocks, Benjamin aims to produce a
reading of Baudelaire's texts true to their
intended effect, as he envisages it. Today,
when the effect of both Baudelaire's and
Benjamin's work can be recaptured only by
an effort of historical reconstruction, is it
possible for us to respond to Benjamin in a
way which is true to the intended effect of
his work?

(a) Helen Rees (The Design Museum)

(d) Christopher Brighton (University of
Surrey)
(e) Hilary Cunliffe-Charlesworth (Sheffield City Polytechnic) (double session)

10. Art History Within and Without
(Saturday and Sunday)
Convener: Michael Ann Holly (University
of Rochester)
This section will attempt a critical reconsideration of some of the theoretical
assumptions underlying contemporary art
history. Amongst other things, papers will
address those principles that serve to constitute the writing of art history and to
define it as an autonomous form of disciplinary inquiry, as well as address its critical
life outside academia. What are the animating impulses of art history and/or criticism,
what is the nature of their intellectual legitimacy? In other words, how do we go about
constructing an inside or an outside? How
do we set limits and how do we know what
boundaries to cross? What ideological
agendas are at work?
(a) Hal Foster (Whitney Museum):
Deferred Action in Art History
In this paper I intend to use the Freudian
concept of Nachtraglichkeit (or deferred
action) to rethink certain protocols in art
history, with particular bearing on modernism. According to Freud, a traumatic event
is pathogenic only in relation to other events
which recall it and recode it. The traumatic
event may even be, in part, a (reConstruction
by analysand and/or analyst; in any case it
necessarily develops across time. On this
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analogy I want to argue that the work o f art
is never "traumatic" - ie historically
effective, fully significant - in its first
moment. Thus, for example, Duchamp
becomes "Duchamp" only in the neo-avantgarde reprise of Dada, a reprise which is
thus not "neo" at all but as originary (if not
as original) as the initial instance. With
such a model the notion of influence can be
complicated, the relation between origin
and repetition can be rethought, and the
stake of the historian can
considered
more directly than heretofore.
(b) Stephen Melville (Syracuse): Deconstruct ion: Within and Without Art History
The difference between the phrases "Marxism (or psychoanalysis or semiotics) within
and without art history" and "deconstruction within and without art history" is just
that deconstruction typically takes inside
and outside, within and without, as its privileged topics, and so is obliged to hesitate on
the border of a difference it can neither take
for granted nor simply erase. Deconstruction within art history has thus unsurprisingly found its first focus in questions about
things like frames - parerga, Derrida says,
reading Kant. But starting here might
suggest that we are dealing simply with the
extension of an established method into a
new field of application - as i f deconstruction could be without art history to begin
with. It might be better to begin with the
other possibility - that deconstruction has
never been without art history. The
question would then be about how to
acknowledge what is already at work within
a discipline, its history, and the objects that
give rise to both - as if what deconstruction
seeks in art history is not new terrain to
conquer but a transformation of its own
self-understanding.

(c) Penelope Morris: The Manipulation of
History within Art Education: the Coldstream Report and Extrinsic Values
Art history has been used in art education
for a variety of different purposes, not all of
them to do with any specific value which
the study of the subject may be considered
to hold for the designer- or artist-intraining. That this is so, is suggested by the
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timing of the first Coldstream Report. At
the beginning of the 1960s, attitudes within
art schools appear to have been particularly
antipathetic towards any strengthening of
the academic content of courses, and yet
this was the moment when a quantified
element of art history and liberal studies
was first made mandatory on the new
degree-equivalent art and design courses.
Some motives behind Coldstream are well
known,
others
emerge
from
a
consideration of the post-war fear of overspecialisation in technical and scientific
education. The ideological concerns over
"liberalisation" found, at least at policymaking level, in technical education were
influential in the form of art education. The
manipulation of art history for extrinsic
purposes, evident in the shot-gun marriage
between history, theory and practice which
the first Coldstream Report sought to
effect, did a great disservice to the subject
in the context of art education, where it
tended either to languish or to pursue a
separate existence from studio disciplines.
Changes in education imposed on an
antagonistic climate of opinion are unlikely
in the long run to succeed.
(d) David Carrier (Carnegie Mellon
University, Pittsburgh): Art Criticism and
Art History (provisional title)
One difference between the two kinds of
artwriting I have discussed, art criticism as
dealt with in Artwriting (1987) and art
history in Principles of Art History Writing
(1991) is that art history is an academic
discipline and art criticism is not. Some
(but not all) of the differences between
these fields can be understood by examining their different institutional foundations.
Because art criticism lacks any deep
commitment to its traditions, poststructuralism and feminism have made
greater impact, with less resistance, than in
art history. Art criticism might function as
a model for the new art history. We can ask
such questions as: How does an extrenched
methodology change? What part is played
by "rational argument", and what part by
changes in style of thought?
How does an historical perspective on art
history help us to understand these changes?

A n y o n e who is a m e t h o d o l o g i c a l
conservative is faced with the need to
explain why a particular methodology,
established in the recent past, should remain
the model for the future. But that of course
does not tell us whether a new methodology
is worth adopting.
Can the art historian learn anything from
the art critic? In what ways does the critic's
attempt to find novel ways of dealing with
new art provide a way of describing work
which is from an historically distant period.
(e) Alice M Mansell (University of Western Ontario): Critical Theory as Surtext in
Studio Practice
This paper has evolved from reconsiderations of contemporary critical art practices,
and their post-modernist theory frames of
legitimacy which have enhanced their
claimed connotations of potency in transformative social practice.
The intended objective is to describe
and discuss some of the commonly-accepted
sites of denoted potency in individual and
group projects in Canada (with reference to
related practices in Britain and the US) and
then to attempt to assess some of the roles
that critical theoretical practices may have
played.in the proliferation of such apparent
sites of discursivity. The "evidence" of the
projects underdiscussion will include some
publ ished documentations such as catalogue
and journal essays, as they serve to convey
the surtext, under which the subtext of the
artists' works may be seen to operate. The
gendering, class and place identity o f the
artists, and their practices will also be
examined.
The presenter is an artist-scholar engaged
in a series of on-going parallel critical studio
and written projects in order to investigate
potential feminist interventions in modernist
and purported post-modernist "painting"
practices.
(f) Janet Wolff (University of Rochester):
The Sociology of an Obscure Object
The social history of art and the new art
history have been paralleled by developments in the sociology of the visual arts.
This work participates in the challenge to
the central assumptions of traditional art
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history and criticism, by investigating the
social processes and institutions involved
in artistic production and consumption critics, galleries, dealers, art schools,
museums and so on. From both
perspectives, the concepts of "artist" and
"expression" are put into question.
However, some o f the more recent
developments in deconstructionist art
*

history expose this sociological approach
as unreflective, positivistic and naive, since
it still operates with an unproblematic
category of "art", a realist conception of
institutions and social contexts, and a
humanist notion of the artist/subject.
Nevertheless, \ want to suggest that a
reconstructed sociology of art is an
essential counter to the most radically
deconstructionist theories of art and art
history.
(g) Keith Moxey
(Barnard College,
Columbia University): The Judgement of
Aesthetics: High Art/Low Art Then and
Now
The history of distinction between "high"
art and " l o w " art, art that is within and
without the purview of art history, has
been characterised by an essentialising discourse. This discourse of which the recent
exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art in
New York constitutes the latest chapter,
serves to mask the functional quality of the
tension that binds and separates the two
concepts. This paper seeks to analyse some
of the visual characteristics that have been
used to articulate the different functions of
these genres and the way they have changed
in the course of time.
(h) Jonathan Harris (Leeds Polytechnic):
Without Art History: Within a Historical
Sociology of Culture
This paper addresses the status of Art History as both subject and object of study
within what Raymond Williams called "a
historical sociology of culture" (Culture,
Fontana, 1981): a comprehensive reformulation of the field of enquiries into human
representational practices. Within such a
historical sociology of culture, Williams
identified seven inter-related "problematics" constituting the terrain of analyses:
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institutions, formations, means of production, identifications, forms, reproduction
and organisation. How can Art History be
"rethought" within such a framework? What
have been the social determinants o f the
presently constituted field o f Art Historical
methods, principles and values?
Recent accounts of the history and nature
of Art Historical discourse, for instance,
the work o f Donald Preziosi and Norman
Bryson, have stressed the role of institutions
and conventions of narrative (both "mythic"
and "scientistic") in the formation o f the
disciplinary apparatus. A t the same time,
such critical accounts have ignored the
critical
perspectives
of
Marxist
historiography and theory. For Preziosi,
indeed, Marxist Art History is little more
than itself a symptom of much longerstanding "logocentric" forms o f discourse
within the discursive anatomy of Art
History.
This paper seeks to identify and articulate
a position beyond the neo-Foucauldian
"discourse-theoretical" perspectives o f
Bryson and Preziosi, but also beyond the
standard carping of traditional bourgeois
humanists who see within "sociology of
culture" nothing more than the murder of
A r t ( " . . . we become more and more certain
that we must refuse that beguiling invitation
to leave aside 'sociological categories' and
move to the 'works o f art themselves' ",
Williams, Culture, p. 125).
What spaces exist within academia or
outside o f it where a historical sociology o f
culture may develop? To what extent has
Cultural Studies, in its British and US
variations, offered an alternative to
d i s c i p l i n a r y o r t h o d o x i e s w i t h i n the
humanities? How may Cultural Studies
itself have become an annex to Art History,
offering institutional tolerances which are,
in fact, repressive? T o get beyond Art
History and Cultural Studies paradigms we
need a revolution within the institutional
networks. The prospects are not good. How
can we go on in the meantime?

Painting

11. Why Study Technique?
(Thursday afternoon and Friday)
Conveners: Rica Jones (Tate Gallery)
Stephen Hackney (Tate Gallery
and
Chairman of U K I C )
Thursday afternoon
Chair: Stephen Hackney
Three 20-25 minute lectures which represent and illustrate many o f the ways in
which conservators approach the study of
technique. There w i l l be a short period for
questions and discussion at the end o f this
session.
(a) Barbara Keyser (Victoria College,
University of Toronto): Painting Technique
and Colour Theory in Seventeenth-century
French Painting
(b) V i o l a Pemberton-Piggott ( R o y a l
Collection, London):77?<> Hidden Visual
Evidence
(c) Rica Jones (Tate Gallery): An Apology
for
cross-sections
Friday
Chair: Caroline Elam (Editor o f The
ington Magazine)

Burl-

(a) Charles Rhyne (Reed College, Portland, Oregon): Painting technique as an
access to the meaning of pictures: a survey
of approaches
(b) Jill Dunkerton (National Gallery):
Integrating technique and Art History: A
New Account of Early Renaissance Painting at the National Gallery
(c) Sarah Cove (Courtauld Institute of Art):
New Ways of Looking at Constable as a
Result of Technical Studies
(d) Anthea Callen (University of Warwick): Technique and Gender
(e) Juliet Wilson-Bareau (London): New
Light on Manet's Painting Practice
(f) David Bom ford (National Gallery):
"Art in the Making": Three Approaches to
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Technique

Note: Some proposals to participate in
Section 11 appear to have gone astray. We
apologise for this. Would those concerned
please contact Rica Jones (tel. 071-821
1313).

12. Feminist Art History and Academic
»

Institutions Today: A European Perspective
(Friday)
Convener: Marcia Pointon (University of
Sussex)
This section w i l l take the form of a series of
short presentations by invited participants
f o l l o w e d by q u e s t i o n s
and open
discussion.
The object o f this section will be to
provide a forum for the evaluation o f the
status and condition of feminist teaching
and research in higher education and cultural institutions in the European Economic
Community. It has been suggested that
British Universities and Polytechnics currently wish to be seen to be promoting and
facilitating "Women's Studies" in the
knowledge that the market-led situation in
student recruitment and, particularly, the
attractiveness o f such courses to North
American visiting students requires a place
for feminist work in the curriculum. A t the
same time it seems clear that in many
i n s t i t u t i o n s there is l i t t l e genuine
institutional support for feminist work, that
it is still perceived as marginal in the
competitive field of promotion and research
funding, and that the very evidence of
student demand is used against "Women's
Studies" to marginalise it as populist and
superficial. Feminist work has become more
theoretically assured. What implications
does this have for the politics o f the
institution?
If this is the situation in Britain - and it
is not at the present clear what the picture
precisely might be - what is the situation in
other European countries? In 1989-90
exhibitions like Degas's Women have been
recognised in Britain as good business in
the cost-conscious world of museum
management. Paintings that have been the
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subject of feminist analyses (like Millais's
Knight Errant in the Tate Gallery) have
been brought out from the store, and Thames
and Hudson have just published their first
two-volume number in the commercially
successful World of Art series with Whitney
Chadwick's Women, Art and Society. To
what extent are events like these advances
in the position of feminists vis-a-vis the
institution when Professor Sir Ernst
Gombrich, interviewed on his 80th birthday
in 1988, stated that History of A r t should
not be going off unnecessarily at a tangent
into women's studies? What kinds o f work
are valued in institutions which are still
primarily, in Britain at least, run by men,
whether directors o f publishing houses,
museums or polytechnics? Are things
different in continental Europe? A n d what,
if any, should be the plans of feminist art
historians for the 21st century?

study o f women in university education
and in the learned professions.
Sigrid Schade Tholen (Technische Universitat, Berlin), and Annette Dorgeloh
(Institut flir Asthetik und Kunstwissenschaften, former East Berlin Academy)
Maria Grazia Messina (Universita di Macerata)
Riitta Nikula (Suomen
Museo, Helsinki)

Rakennustaiteen

Regine Dhoquois (Centre d'Enseignement
de Documentation et de Recherche pour les
Etudes Feministes, Universite de Paris V I I ) ,
Claudine Mitchell (Leeds and Paris) in
conversation with Mathilde Ferrer (Ecole
Nationale Superieure des Beaux Arts, Paris)
Griselda Pollock (University of Leeds)

Issues for possible consideration
1. Teaching: student demand; institutional
quotas; content of courses;how course content is represented in institutional terms;
support for teaching
2. Research: funding; time allocation;
other forms of support; isolation or collective work
3. Careers and Promotion: opportunities
for promotion and career development;
institutional evaluation and appraisal
4. Institutional Structures: representation
in committee structure; role o f A r t History
within your institution; role o f Feminist
work within your department
5. Outreach and National Networks: how
much support is available outside the institution or through non-orthodox means?

Programme
Chair: Ludmilla Jordanova (University o f
Essex>
Participants: Jennifer Johnson (Cambridge).
Jennifer Johnson was recently Bye Fellow
of Robinson College, Cambridge, and is
conducting an international comparative

-•13. Contemporary Frameworks in
Britain
(Saturday morning)
Convener: Sara Selwood (Art & Society)
(a) Sara Selwood (Art & Society): PublicArt and Private Amenities
This paper examines the development of
public art in Britain during the Thatcher
years. Public art projects have largely come
about as the result of government initiatives, particularly those developed in
response to the decline of the inner cities
and rising unemployment. As such, public
art's terms o f reference are lodged squarely
within the context of the enterprise society,
its financial and political benefits most
obviously accrue to developers and local
authorities. This paper questions the value
of such schemes to the public and whether
they improve the environment beyond
creating "escapist islands in a sea o f
pollution".
(b) Simon Richey (Gulbenkian Foundation, U K Branch): Young People and the
Visual Arts: Questioning our Assumptions
The principle finding o f the Gulbenkian
Foundation's report on young people's
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cultures, entitled Moving Culture and
published last year, is that the cultural
activities of the majority o f young people
depend almost exclusively on the offerings
of the cultural industries (songs, clothes,
films, programmes) and that the many creative ways in which these are engaged with
and appropriated are seldom acknowledged.
By comparison, the institutionalised arts
are often regarded as remote and irrelevant.
This paper w i l l argue that this polarity may
owe less to endemic and irreconcilable
cultural differences than to the ways in
which the institutionalised arts, including
galleries and museums, present themselves.
I w i l l raise a number of fundamental and
irreverent questions designed to extend this
argument, such as: is the ambiance and
culture o f the majority of galleries inviting
or intimating to young people? Can galleries attempt to be more relevant to the needs
of young people by eliciting their own
tastes and preferences and by actively
involving them in the development of gallery policy? Has the potential of audiovisual and screen-based technologies, the
vehicle for so many o f young people's
existing cultural activities, been adequately
explored by galleries and museums?
(c) Brian McAvera (writer and curator):
The Poisoned Chalice: the Shaping Spirits
of late 20th Century "British" and "Irish"
Art
No art is innocent, no matter how convenient that fiction may be for certain art
historians. The production of art, and its
interpretation, are affected by its forcible
conjunction with both overt and covert
government policy, be it that of the erstwhile Thatcher government in the U K or
that of the current Haughey administration
in the Republic o f Ireland. The effects of
this conjunction ripple downwards - from
the policies and practices o f Arts Councils
to local* councils; from those o f the British
Council and its Republic o f Ireland equivalent, the Department of Foreign Affairs,
Cultural Division, to those of institutions
like the Tate, the Royal Academy and the
National Gallery of Ireland; from the practice of curators (both in terms of selection
and "criticism") to that of art magazines. . .
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and artists.
Identity, nationalist or otherwise, is
creamed into a bland and manipulable
pudding, another "export" for the art market;
another commodity to be bought and sold
like anything else in the world of market
forces. Instead of art exploring the
contradictions of the real world, then
transcending them, it is itself shaped and
transcended by the politics (small and capital
p) of government and artworld, reduced to
a counter in the service of various kinds of
propaganda. This paper proposes to assess
the "shaping spirits'' of art, examining
policies and curators, exhibitions and
galleries, all the while comparing England
to Ireland (North and South), Scotland and
Wales.
(d) W i l l Bell (Arts Council of Great Britain): Pedagogy and the Education Reform
Act

-•14. Museums Without Objects
(Thursday afternoon and Friday)
Convener: John Wyver (Illuminations)
This section explores questions of cultural
display through a consideration of the relationship between the practices of visual art
museums and exhibitions and the techniques of moving image media including
films, television and video, together with
current interactive technologies and the
future possibilities of virtual reality and
cyberspace.
Thursday afternoon
An extensive selection of films and videotapes exploring the historical and contemporary relationships between the presentational forms of museums and exhibitions,
and the treatment of the visual arts on film
and video. The examples will range from
the earliest films about painting, through
the history of broadcast television's engagements with the visual arts to contemporary attempts in different media to show
and explore works of art on the screen. Also
included will be documentation of digital
imaging techniques, of interactive technologies and of state-of-the-art virtual reality systems. Virtual realities may make it

possible for an entire imaginary museum to
be held in a database and be made available
for users to "walk through" and experience.
The aim of the session, which will be animated with a detailed commentary by John
Wyver, is to consider the parallels and the
differences between forms of display in the
museum and on the screen, and to identify
the ways in which museums and the media
have influenced each other.
Friday morning
Demonstration of three interactive multimedia systems currently in use in Britain
which offer access to and exploration of a
range of materials and documentation of
the visual arts.
Sculpture Interactive. A multi-media
project about modern British sculpture,
which focuses on the works of Henry Moore,
and combines photographic documentation of sculpture and drawings with archive
interviews.

State Russian Museum, Leningrad: A
laserdisc and computer system which presents high quality visual images of items
from the State Museum's collection,
together with brief catalogue information.
Produced by Interactive Learning Productions, Newcastle.
National Gallery Information Room
Project: The computerised information
system being installed in the Sainsbury
Wing of the National Gallery, which will
encourage visitors to enhance their experience of the collection in new ways. A
colour catalogue of the Gallery's collection
is complemented by visual essays on
different topics, and by "guided tours"
through the galleries.
After coffee, there will be the chance for
those attending the session to have handson experience of the systems, and to discuss the potential and the limitations of the
technologies and software on display.
Friday afternoon
Panel discussion of the issues raised by the
documentation and demonstrations in the
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earlier sessions. Topics to be considered
w i l l include the impact of visual media on
museum and exhibition practices, the
possible relationships between the new technologies and art history, their potential for
innovative forms of education, and the
difficulties of financing and copyright
implications.

-•-

15. Market Values and Aesthetic
Values
(Friday morning and Saturday morning)
Convener: Rene Gimpel (Gimpel Fils)
(a) Helen Davies: Sir John Charles Robinson and the South Kensington Museum
(provisional title)
(b) Andrew Stephenson (University
College London): "Strategies of Situation":
British Modernism and the Slump of
1929-34
This paper is an account of how changing
social and political pressures from c 1929 to
1934 forced a crisis in the economic and
cultural consumption of modern art in Britain. As a result, many of the pre-existing
practices of art patronage, dominant critical models and assumptions about
aesthetic judgement were challenged.
Employing an approach informed by the
work of Pierre Bourdieu, I shall propose
that the period marked a breakdown in the
traditional Legitimising function of modem
art and that these conditions brought into
question the competences of modern artists
and art writers. By early 1934, as a result of
the Slump, the opposition between
aesthetic consumption and other forms of
consumption which had been central to
"Bloomsbury's" art theory throughout the
1920s, had largely been eroded. This was
registered by significant shifts in the relationship between "commercial" and "High"
art, and in definitions of "bourgeois" and
"intellectual" practice and "professional"
and "amateur" status. With this in mind, I
shall track the "strategies of situation" of
artists working in Britain in this period. My
argument is that these need to be seen in
relation to those "strategies" operated by
other interested social and cultural groups,

LONDON CONFERENCE
particularly in relation to the emergence of
a new middle class art audience and in
response to the demands of corporate
patronage.

distribution of their work, to such an extent
that any boundary between the two sets of
relations is very hard to clearly mark out?
What, if anything, might questions such as
the above mean for the relation between
(c) Christine Wood: The Psychology of dealer and artist, art magazine and artist, art
Connoisseurship
critic and artist, art historian and artist?
An investigation into the nature and habit
One way of stating the problem might be
of art collecting and connoisseurship, espe- as follows: if an artist wishes to have some
cially the psychology which informs them. control over the meanings of her work (and
Whether or not we collect art, most of us it is by no means certain that this should be
share some of the connoisseur's passion for universally assumed) does it not behove
possessing objects and identifying our status her to intervene in the relations of
with them. A consideration of the extent to distribution?
which art collecting is dictated by the changing patterns of taste, at the same time as (e) Nicholas Logsdail (Lisson Gallery):
locating its enduring aesthetic underpin- Some Consequences of failure of the Specunings; in particular, to debate Kant's notion lative Boom in the Art Market, with Special
of "universal validity" and its relationship Reference to the Auction House
to the psychology of genius. Is it true that
the history of connoisseurship is the appli- (f) Gertrude Prescott Nuding: All Noise or
cation of foreknowledge and received ideas, All Silence? An Art Historian encounters
or should the emphasis be on trusting to the Art Market today
instinct? Why is it that connoisseurship While art historians address the history of
leads to a devoted, self-conscious pursuit collecting, issues involving the art market
of style and signature by both artists and art today are, with notably few exceptions, left
collectors? And why does connoisseurship to professional journalists. These face
only truly begin when a work of art is editorial briefs demanding brevity and
removed from its original use and context? sensational revelations. Art historians'
desire to divorce themselves from market
(d) Terry Atkinson (University of Leeds): influence is understandable, but they are
Relations of Distribution and Relations of needed to help interpret what happens on
the market. Further, it is to journalistic
Production
In matters of the Relations of Distribution sources that the historians of the future will
and Relations of Production of art works, turn, without being aware of the inaccurahow far does the first influence, if at all, the cies and inbuilt biases of the writers and
second? Can the first be said to contravene publishers. In the best of worlds, art histothe second? What might "contravene" mean rians might be trained to do archival
research, but dealing with the market calls
here?
Is the studio, conventionally held as an for other skills: these include financial
idealisation by Western cultural ideology calculations and the ability to talk to people;
to be a kind of sacrosanct private zone crucially it demands interpreting what is
where the Relations of Production dominate, being said and why. At times the market is
where the artist is concerned primarily with all noise or all silence: either promotion or
the Relations of Production of her work, secrecy. But discerning shades of grey . . .
now (and maybe it always has been) just as therein lies the great challenge.
concerned with Relations of Distribution
of the Work? Is this a juncture to which
Adorno's notion of an increasingly
administered culture can be productively
applied?
Haven't artists such as Warhol and Beuys
been as eager to work in the relations of
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INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON
GEORGES BATAILLE
Centre for Extra-Mural Studies
Birkbeck College
University of London
13-17 May 1991
at the Architectural Association
Bedford Square
London WC1

A conference is to be held in London to
explore the work of the French writer
Georges Bataille, whose work has now
gained a considerable readership in Britain
and America as it has become increasingly
available in English. The conference is
intended to bring together literary and
cultural critics, philosophers, art
historians, anthropologists, architects,
psychoanalysts, writers, film makers ai»d
artists.
Plenary Sessions will be addressed by:
Andrew Benjamin, Geoff Bennington,
Angela Carter, Mark Cousins, Briony Fer,
Denis Hollier, Michele Richman, Allan
Stoekl, Susan Rubin Suleiman and Peter
Wollen.
There will be seminar and workshop
sessions on: Bataille, Sollers, and Tel Quel;
Mme Eduarda: Literature and Violence; Le
Bleu du del; Bataille and Architecture,
Political.essays and activities during the
1930s; Bataille and Surrealism; and others.
The fee for the full five-days is £100. A
reduced fee of £75 will be charged to CEMS
students, and £70 to UK students and
unemployed. There will be a day fee of £22.
For further details, which will be
available in due course, contact Carolyn
Gill on 071-624 9217, or the Centre for
Extra-Mural Studies, Birkbeck College,
071-636 8000, extension 3874.

C O N F E R E N C E NEWS
"The Imperfect Image; Photographs their Past,
Present and Future" - C A L L FOR PAPERS
The Centre for Photographic Conservation in the United Kingdom will host a five
day International Conference from 6-10
April 1992 to be held at the Low Wood
Hotel Conference Celitre, Windermere,
Cumbria, England.
The aims of the conference are to bring into
perspective the history and development of
photographic processes, developments and
research into photographic preservation and
conservation, present attitudes and what
the future holds with respect to developments within the photographic industry.
The Conference objectives are to bring
together an informed, current body of information from across the multi-disciplinary fields concerned with photography
thereby promoting continuing advancement
in the long term preservation of this unique
visual resource.
We would particularly welcome presentations, poster exhibits and videos in the
following areas:

• Photographic
Development

Process History and

ing Photographic Images

• Past (Historic) attempts at Preserving
and Restoring Photographic Images

• Future Problems Arising from Current
Trends in Photographic Technology

• Mounting and Presentation of Photographic Images, Albums, Cases and Frames
(Historic and Conservation Systems and
Techniques)

This list is not restrictive within the broad
aims and objectives of the conference.
Titles and Abstracts of papers, poster or
video presentations should be sent to the
Conference Convener by 25 April 1991.
An independent steering group will
advise on the final form of the conference
and on selection of submitted papers,
posters and videos.
The conference will also be the focus for
an Exhibition "Rediscovering Historic
Photographic Processes".
Further information is available from:
The Conference Convener, The Centre for
Photographic Conservation, 233 Stanstead
Road, Forest Hill, London SE23 1HU.
Telephone 081-690 3678 Fax: 081 314
1940.

• Photographic History and Conservation
Research and Education
• Current State of Photographic Preservation and Conservation
• Photographic Conservation Workstudies
• Photographic Conservation Materials
• Photographic Collection Management
• Technological Developments in Record-

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
The Dome of St Peter's
A one-day conference will be held on
Thursday 21 March 1991, starting at 9.45,
on the Dome of St Peter's, Rome, as seen
within its history and context and especially considering its architectural and
constructional problems and achievements.
The conference will cover the history of
the dome's concepts from Alberti (Niccolo
V) to Bramante, Antonio San Gallo,
Michelangelo and Giacomo della Porta,
and the part played by historical models,
especially Brunelleschi's dome for S Maria
del Fiore. The eventual construction of
della Porta's revised designs, the enigmatic
closed oculus, the technical failures of the
dome, the faults worked upon by Vanvitelli
in the eighteenth century, the early
speculations as to how the dome had been

constructed and the current debate on "with
or without" scaffolding, will be addressed.
Speakers will include Henry Millon
(Dean at CASVA, National Gallery of Art,
Washington D C ) , Howard Saalman
(Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh),
Rowland Mainstone (late of the BRE),
Werner Oeschlin (ETH Zurich), and
Caroline Elam (The Burlington Magazine)
ENTRY FEE: (Coffee and tea will be
provided) A A Members £20.00; NonMembers £25.00; Non-A A students £ 10.00
(Enclose photocopy of Student ID card).
Please make cheques payable to
'Architectural Association' and send to
Dome Conference Secretary, Graduate
School, Architectural Association, 36
Bedford Square, London WC1B 3ES.
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INTERPRETING
CONTEMPORARY ART:
A DISCUSSION
6.30 pm Wednesday
24 April 1991
Auditorium, Tate Gallery,
London

with Stephen Bann, Victor
Burgin, Rainer Crone, David
Moos and Michael Newman
Tickets from 'Contemporary
Art', Education Department,
Tate Gallery, Millbank, London
SW1 4RG
£2.50 (£1.00 concessions)
Cheques to Tate Gallery'

NEWS R E P O R T

MANAGING V O L U N T E E R S IN MUSEUMS
AND ART G A L L E R I E S
Evidence of the working party of the Association of Art Historians for
submission to the MGC-commissioned report
Summary
1. The Association of Art Historians
focuses its attention on the distinctive needs
of students for access to work experience in
museums both for the academic purpose of
understanding them better as institutions
and for vocational experience.
2. The Association is also concerned with
others whose voluntary work is not primarily a leisure activity but is intended as a
professional contribution.
3. Though voluntary work is generally
regarded as beneficial most individual
students find contacts with institutions
haphazard. Even for those on courses which
have been structured to include placements
within termtime, financial strain is apparent. This makes access to museums in the
major cities, particularly London, extremely
difficult. In practice it excludes potential
entrants to the profession from financially
or ethnically disadvantaged backgrounds.
4. Museum training is in transition and no
clear policy w i l l emerge until early 1991 at
the earliest for the provision or accreditation of structured opportunities for work
experience in museums and other heritage
organisations.
5. A case study of good practice showing
both the strengths and practical limitations
of the present arrangements (or lack of
them) is a B A course in the History of
Design and the Visual Arts run by Staffordshire Polytechnic during which second and
third year students have the option of a
four-to-six week voluntary attachment at
the end oflheir summer term.

Recommendations
1. That sole responsibility for volunteer
placements within higher education cannot

be left to individual museums
institutions acting ad hoc.

and

2. That guidelines for museums, students,,
etc. possibly with standard application and
monitoring procedures, should be developed as part of the M T I programme or. as
part of broader guidelines for volunteers,
by the M G C .
3. That a nationally advertised programme
of training based in participating organisations under the aegis of M T I and involving
(a) grant aid available either through LEAs
or through MGC or both to support costs of
travel, accommodation and living expenses
of students doing attachments as part of
courses;
(b) bursaries or grant aid for 3, 6 or 12
month internships, possibly on matching
funding basis.

Working Party Membership
Paul Jobling, Lecturer in the History of Art
and Design, Staffordshire Polytechnic
John Murdoch. Assistant Director (Collections), Victoria and Albert Museum
Evelyn Silber, Assistant Director (Public
Services), Birmingham Museums and Art
Gallery
Ian Wolfenden, Lecturer in Gallery and
Museum Studies, Manchester University
Barbara Zeitler, postgraduate student in
history of art, Courtauld Institute of Art.
1. Purpose
The working party was set up by the A A H
Executive on 16 September 1988 as a result
of concern within the Association about the
effect of possible developments in voluntarism on the profession in both its higher
education and museum aspects. On 5 April
1989 the Executive agreed to change the
terms of reference in the light of the major
survey on Managing Volunteers in
Museums and Art Galleries commissioned
by the Office of Arts and libraries and the
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Museums and Galleries Commission, to
which it was agreed that the working party
should give evidence on behalf of the
Association.
The A A H believes that students of
history of art and design and other people
considering or preparing to enter the
museum profession represent a particular
sector of voluntary workers whose distinctive needs must not be overlooked. These
are essentially different from the interests
of those, usually older, people who undertake voluntary work as part of their leisure
activities and without any expectation of
developing a career.
The voluntary work which concerns us
here is that undertaken by undergraduate or
postgraduate students in museums, galleries or other heritage sites. This can mean a
single, full-time attachment of several weeks
or a longer attachment lasting over months
or even years but involving a day or a halfday a week.
The work undertaken may vary from the
highly focused project related to academic
coursework or an exhibition project to a
more general participation in a whole range
of museum activities-education, updating
records, etc. A l l are aspects of work
experience and involve acquiring new skills,
examining artefacts using a variety of
methods and communicating to new
audiences.

2. Institutions receiving volunteers/
placement students
A number of museums and galleries which
receive student volunteers and placements
have been approached with a view to filling
out the evidence available since the Mattingly Report (The VolunteerCentre, 1984).
The main lines of that remain valid, specifically the following:
2.1 No museums receive any payment for
the training, supervision or staff time spent
on student placements.

2.2 Few museums or galleries are in a
position to offer any payment to a placement or volunteer student or even to cover
bus/train fares.
Financial shortages constitute the
largest single problem for host
institutions and for
individual
volunteers, particularly in London.
2.3 There are virtually no paid training
posts or research assistantships in museums. The small number of training posts
sponsored by the Museums Association in
the late 1960s and early 1970s were
abolished in about 1975. Since then a few
fixed-term posts have been available in
regional museums; funded by the Manpower ServicesCommission and InnerCity
Partnership they were for specific approved
projects. These were not strictly speaking
training posts and were not open to students
during their courses. They were terminated
with the introduction of the Employment
Training scheme under which no funds are
available to support volunteers.
2.4 Contacts at present between museums,
volunteers and educational institutions are
almost entirely personal and ad hoc.
2.5 A l l curators receive more requests for
voluntary work from students than they can
respond to. Because of the sporadic nature
of most student availability for voluntary
work there is a degree of resistance from
curators to accepting volunteers who
demand a high level of supervision relative
to the potential return.
2.6 The role of supervising volunteers
whether students or others devolves in
practice on individual curators, conservators etc., for whom such supervision is
often seen as peripheral to their primary
tasks and relatively time-consuming given
their increasingly heavy workloads.
2.7 Most curators who are willing to
encourage and advise people wanting to
enter the profession see it as essential
that student attachments should last a
reasonable length of time. For most
organisations attachments of less than

two weeks or, for many, less that four,
are of little benefit because there is
inadequate time to complete any worthwhile project or to sample a useful range
of museum work. Many curators consider that graduate attachments of three
to six months or even longer would be
much more useful both to the student
and to the host institution.
2.8 Most curators are aware of the need to
give students experience which is valuable
to them and not to exploit them by giving
them only dogsbodying to do. Many also
feel strongly that student volunteers should
sample a representative range of routine
museum work, such as location management and other forms of record keeping as
well as project-oriented tasks, such as
exhibitions, involving research.
2.9 Virtually no written guidelines are
available to museum staff, academic staff,
or students o f what is expected from them
either as staff responsible for volunteers or
as students working voluntarily.
2.10 There was a broad consensus on
the need to develop guidelines for museums, galleries, lecturers and students so
that each party in a volunteer or placement arrangement know s what to expect
and what is expected of them. Some but
not all. favour interviewing all prospective
attachment students i f it is practicable, and
having some simple and not too timeconsuming way o f reporting back on the
student's work to the student and/or their
sponsoring institution.
2.11 Some think that the changing job
market for graduates in the 1990s will
greatly affect the numbers of people seeking to enter the profession though others do
not. There is a growing awareness that
training and facilities for volunteers, etc.
need to be improved.
We consider it likely that demographic
factors will adversely affect the numbers
volunteering for - in effect - an unpaid
apprenticeship. As the number of 22-yearolds interested in museum careers declines,
the emphasis in the provision of training
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and voluntary programmes is likely to shift
to the maturer re-entrant to the job and to
those seeking to change career direction.
Such training might be provided by parttime courses run by Polytechnics and
university Extra-Mural departments such
as that being set up in Manchester.
3. The Student Experience
Students and graduates who seek voluntary
work on their own initiative probably still
make up the bulk of those approaching
museums and galleries. Many have received
little or no guidance or encouragement from
their institution. The student's motives for
seeking voluntary work are typically:
(i) to enhance their chances of obtaining
paid employment in a museum, or of
getting on to one o f the highly
competitive post-graduate museum
studies courses, which provide the
only official pre-entry qualifications
for curatorial work;
(ii) to find out what museum work
involves and whether they would
like it;
(iii) to acquire a different perspective
and skills not available from college
in an area of academic study.
While many students reported that their
periods of voluntary work had been valuable, many had experience o f being unable
to secure a voluntary post, or of needing to
'pull strings' to get one, and of being asked
to do unremittingly mundane work without
adequate guidance. From those with experience of graduate unemployment and of
the extreme difficulty of obtaining formal
training or a first job in the museum and
gallery world, there was some resentment
that they were pressurised into seeking
long periods of unpaid employment merely
to improve their chances.

4 . Professional training
Formal training to enter the museums
profession is in transition. The majority of
training is received post-entry through the
Museums Association Diploma soon to be
phased out. Currently only two full-time
postgraduate courses, at Manchester and
Leicester, are structured to include
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museum attachments as an integral part o f
their courses. These are also the only full
time courses which contribute to the Museums Diploma. The City University's M A
in Arts Management also involves periods
of attachment but to a wide variety o f arts
organisations including museums and
galleries. A postgraduate course in A r t
Gallery Studies at Essex University
focuses on exhibitions and may involve
periods o f attachment. The B A in the
History of A r t at St Andrews involves
student attachments to galleries and
museums although British Academy
funding which has supported this is being
withdrawn because the employment of a
member o f the academic staff with
museum experience is deemed vocational.
There are also a variety o f other courses
with museum or gallery related elements
for which periods of work placement are
desirable but are not an integral part of the
course and for which L E A support is not
available. These include museum studies
options as part o f Polytechnic B A and M A
courses in the History o f A r t and Design,
practical degrees in A r t and Design with a
strong vocational bias encouraging placements, Humanities degrees designed to
develop transferable skills and courses in
Conservation. Students on courses other
than art and design history also approach
museums for placements and work
experience, notably students in archaeology, ethnography, local history and, to an
increasing extent, students on business,
management and marketing courses. The
latter are extremely active in seeking information and interviews with senior museum
staff on marketing strategy and museum
policy, as well as in seeking work experience placements.
With the establishment of the Museums Training Institute and its explicit
role in accrediting courses, there are
likelv to be many courses run bv universities and polytechnics, especially but
not exclusively at postgraduate level,
which will need to arrange periods of
attachment in order to qualify for museums and gallery training but it is not
clear how these might be financed. The
Hale Report recommended that any ac-

credited museums study course should
involve students in practical work for the
equivalent of one term of an academic year,
i.e. 8-10 weeks. Although the M T I guidelines for accreditation w i l l not be available
until early 1991 it w i l l be surprising i f
attachments or work placements are not a
required element.

5. A Case Studv
Staffordshire Polytechnic offers its 2nd and
3rd year students in the B A History of
Design and the Visual Arts placements in a
variety o f organisations (including publishers, auctioneers, media centres etc.) on
a voluntary basis. Oxford Polytechnic is
setting up a comparable scheme. Because
of the m o d u l a r structure o f most
polytechnic courses these placements are,
of necessity, vacation schemes and the w i l l ingness/ability of a student to go on such a
placement is heavily dependent upon eking
out the L E A grant or upon receiving
additional parental support to cover travel
and accommodation costs as those organisations w i l l i n g to receive students and most
appropriate to the individual student's training/aptitude are rarely near the student's
home. London, where the majority of such
placements can be found, is also the most
expensive place for the student to be.
During the.academic year 1987-88 forty
2nd and thirty-seven 3rd years from Staffordshire Polytechnic were placed, in 198889, thirty-eight 2nd and forty 3rd years.
1987-88 Museum and Gallery placements
1. National Gallery of Scotland: one 2nd
year student, 3 week placement in library
cataloguing
2. Stoke-on-Trent City Museum and Art
Gallery: four 2nd year students spent six
weeks in Fine Art department on stock
check and a small research project
3. History o f Advertising Trust, London:
one 2nd and one 3rd year student spent six
weeks involved in research for forthcoming T V series
4. Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool: one 2nd
year student, five weeks cataloguing and
research for forthcoming exhibition
5. Royal Photographic Society, Bath: one
2nd and one 3rd year student spent six
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weeks paid work involved in current and
future exhibitions.
6. University o f Durham, Oriental M u seum: one 2nd year student, seven weeks
involved in conservation of Japanese prints
7. Liverpool Polytechnic, Liddle Hart Collection: two 2nd year students, five weeks
archival work on cataloguing 19th-century
fashion periodicals and books.
8. Victoria and Albert Museum, London,
Dept. of Prints and Drawings: one 3rd year,
twelve weeks on project-oriented placement with 2()th-century posters and general
fetching and carrying in student room.
In 1988-89 there was a similar pattern of
placements o f varying length and quality,
some offering considerable variety and good
training/stimulus while others involved
exclusively mundane tasks.

Second Annual General
Meeting of APHA
(Associacao Portuguese! de
Historiadores de Arte)
The second annual general meeting ot the
recently formed Portuguese Art Historians
Association opened in Lisbon on 1 1
October and continued at Evora on 12 and
13 October. Delegates from other countries
were invked by A P H A to attend and there
were representatives present from Belgium
(University o f Leuven), Brazil (University
of Sao Paulo), Germany (Carl Justi
Vereinigung), Poland (University o f
Cracow), Romania (University of
Bucarest), Spain (University of Madrid and
Salamanca) and U K ( A A H ) .
The proceedings comprised a series of
w i d e - r a n g i n g discussions, p r i m a r i l y
concerned with three topics - teaching,
research and professional status. In conclusion a debate was held on current problems of urban conservation to which the
German delegate. Professor Barbara
Bomgasser Klein, made a particularly interesting contribution using as her example
the redevelopment of the centre of Berlin.
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MINUTES O F T H E 16TH ANNUAL G E N E R A L M E E T I N G
O F T H E AAH H E L D AT T R I N I T Y C O L L E G E DUBLIN ON
SUNDAY 25 M A R C H 1990
1. Executive Present and Apologies
Martin Kemp (Chair), Evelyn Silber (Hon.
Secretary), Tony Dyson (Hon. Treasurer),
Elizabeth Miller (Hon. Secretary elect),
TheoCowdell (Hon. Treasurer elect), Simon
M i l l e r , Hazel Clark, Nigel L l e w e l l y n ,
Joanna Woodall, Deirdre Robson, Monika
Puloy, Maurice Davies, Julian Gardner,
Marcia Pointon, Rowan Watson.

• A joint consultative group has been set
up with the Victoria and Albert Museum.
Developments in display at the Tate
Gallery are being monitored and the
possibility o f a'joint consultative group
was being explored.
•

Julian Gardner, Martin Kemp and C
Green had joined Andrew Martindale
on the UFC Research Selectivity Review
panel as A A H representatives. A
welcome initiative was that Andrew
Martindale has been asked to advise the
UFC on university museums.

•

The Association had been in contact
with the director of the newly established
Museums Training Institute and would
continue to press for scholarly matters to
remain at the forefront o f museum
training programmes.

•

Work had begun on planning the C1HA
conference in the year 2000 around the
theme "Time".

Apologies received from Pamela Courtney, John M u r d o c h , Neil M c W i l l i a m ,
Howard Hollands, Kathleen Adler, Clare
Pumfrey.

2. Minutes of the 15th A G M , 9 April
1990
These were approved and signed as correct.

3. Address from the Chair
This was published in full in the August
1990 issue of Bulletin. It was noted that
members o f the executive were under increasing pressure in their professional lives
at the same time as A A H business was
becoming more complex and demanding.
Thanks were paid to executive members
retiring at this A G M , ex-chair Marcia Pointon, office holders Evelyn Silber and Tony
Dyson and committee members Thomas
Puttfarken and Kathleen Adler.
•

•

The most significant initiative for the
coming year was the establishment of a
working party on professional guidelines
for the practice o f art history. Areas to be
examined are conduct o f research
teaching and examining, publishing,
consultancy work for dealers and auction
houses, relations with public and private
owners, research, teaching, employment
contracts, collecting and dealing, and
involvement with the media.
A l l members were strongly encouraged
to c o n t r i b u t e to the South A f r i c a
scholarship fund as a means of expressing
their abhorrence o f apartheid.

ducts correspondence, and has recently been
involved in two special issues - obtaining
half price admission for members to paying
exhibitions at the Tate, National Portrait
Gallery, Royal Academy, Whitechapel,
Hayward and Barbican Art Galleries, and
in the Working Party on the Management
of Volunteers in Museums. The report of
the Working Party and the executive committee's additions had been submitted to
Sue Millar who was preparing a report on
volunteers for the Office o f Arts and L i braries and the Museums and Galleries
Commission.
Lesley Kerman was duly elected to the
executive committee and Theo Cowdell
and Elizabeth Miller to the posts of Honorary Treasurer and Honorary Secretary respectively. The two vacancies on the committee which still exist may be filled by cooption either by representatives of special
interest groups or by an individual able to
act as liaison with the Societe Internationale des Critiques d ' A r t .

5. Treasurer's Report
•

Dr Pat Simons (University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor) has agreed to act as the
Association's American representative.

•

The students s u b c o m m i t t e e had
collapsed in the course of the year but
efforts were being made to revive it.

•

Sorrow was expressed at the death of
Peter Fitzgerald, former Secretary of the
Association in its early years.

4. Secretary's report and executive
nominations
The post of Honorary Secretary was
redefined three years ago with the
establishment o f a separate Director of A d ministration and Publicity in the person of
Pamela Courtney. This latter post deals
with many matters inlcuding subscriptions.
The Honorary Secretary minutes the A G M
and executive committee meetings, con-
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Annual accounts for the year 1989 were
circulated and approved. Points noted were
that conference income fluctuates depending on whether or not it is held in London.
The Bulletin now has a paid editor. Moves
are being made to improve its appearance
and increase advertising revenue while still
recognising that it is a service to members.
The Association was receiving expert advice on V . A . T . due on conference fees
following a substantial demand for back
payments from the V . A . T . inspector and
there were some signs of a positive
outcome.

6. Director of Administration and
Publicity's Report
On 15 March 1990 there were 669 paid-up
members. There were 478 1989 members
who had either not rejoined or had paid at
the old rate. Some £4,000 of subscriptions
had been paid into the Association's previ-
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ous bank. The meeting wished to express its
thanks to Pamela Courtney for all the work
she had done.

rope which could be translated into English.

9.1
7. Report of the Editor of the Bulletin
The Bulletin has been redesigned retaining
an A4 format but using two colours one of
which matches the Art History cover
colour for the vear. An advertising trade
card has been drawn up and four issues will
be published per year.

8. Report of the Editor of Art History

Schools Subcommittee
Three main areas of involvement were A A H
representation on the Associated Examination Board and London and East Anglia
Group, participation in the long term planning of the Art and Design in Education,
National Research Conference in 1991 and
in the interviewing and shortlisting of
candidates for two scholarships at the British
School at Rome.

c

Most recent figures suggest a 5 /c increase
in subscriptions. Since April 1989 more
than 50 /c of the 116 submissions have
come from American scholars. Submissions from the U K were down from 33% to
less than 25%. Very few papers submitted
were based on contributions to last year's
conference. Subjects mostly fell into the
post 1870 period and there continued to be
a shortage of material pre 1600 or on design.
Painting remained a fixation.
Editorial
policy was based on the exploration of
substantive intellectual issues rather than
simply on empirical information, and on
the provision of a forum for the most innovative work being produced in the British
Isles.
E Fernie (Edinburgh) asked for information on the success rate of the figures for
submissions quoted above. R Gibbs (Glasgow) felt that the figures reflected certain
fashionable but insubstantial strands in US
thinking. The Chair responded that this
question could be raised in a formal letter to
the Editor. F Ames-Lewis
proposed that
a session at the 1991 conference could be
devoted to Art Historv. M Pointon asked
for the Editor to report to the next A G M on
the number of times the editorial board had
met and how it functioned. The Chair reported that because of logistical problems
and the Editor having been in France it had
not been able to meet as often as was
desirable. J Alexander (New York) pointed
to the very high reputation of Art History in
the USA and the 5,000 strong membership
of the C A A as reasons for the high transatlantic submission rates.
J White (London) raised the question of
soliciting more material from Eastern Euc

9.2 Students' Subcommittee
See Chair's report. In response to an appeal
in the Bulletin a number of students had
expressed an interest in reforming this
subcommittee. A meeting had been held
that morning and Saul Peake (UCK) spoke
of the need for the Association to support its
student members as the future of the profession. Ideas were beingexplored to ensure
regional representation and to draw on the
support of students at university, polytechnic
and art school history of art departments.
Simon Miller and Louise Durning will act
as advisers to the new group.

9.3 Universities Subcommittee
This subcommittee had been occupied with
reacting.to the Research Selectivity Exercise. Tribute was paid to Andrew Martindale
in leading it. Art history had achieved a
relatively good rating amongst the
Humanities. Sharon Fermorhad been asked to
join the subcommittee to represent staff on
short term or temporary contracts. A campaign was underway for the reclassification
of art history as a semilab subject to reflect
the unit costs involved. All universities
were urged not to bid below the guide price.
The subcommittee was seeking increased
contact with colleagues in Eastern Europe,
an aim which the polytechnics and colleges
subcommittee shared.

being arranged. Harassment of art historians leading parties abroad had been raised
with the Common Market Commission who
believed such practices were illegal. John
White intended to raise the matter at the
next meeting of C I H A .

9.5 Museums Subcommittee
Discussions were taking place with the
newly revitalised Art Galleries Association. Two conferences were being arranged
for the coming year. The first in April
would examine the role of curatorship and
the practice of art history within museums
and galleries. In June another conference
had been arranged in conjunction with the
United Kingdom Institute of Conservation
on Evaluating the Look of Paintings which
had already drawn a large response from
the conservation community.

9.6 Artists' Papers Register
Following the West of Scotland pilot study,
the programme for the computerised locations register for artists' papers in the U K
had been developed. Subject to funding, the
project was to be based at Glasgow University Library. Staffing would consist of a
project leader with administrative and
secretarial support, and field assistants based
at Manchester Polytechnic, the Barber Institute o f Fine Arts, Birmingham and
Birkbeck College, London. A project
proposal and list of individuals and organisations to be approached for sponsorship
should be ready by April 1990.

10. Motions

9.4 Freelance Subcommittee

1. Proposed by Joe Darracott, seconded by
Evelyn Silber.
The Association of Art Historians gratefully acknowledges the hospitality of
Dublin, and wishes to commend
unreservedly the continuing efforts to preserve
and enhance the beauty of this major capital, so worthy of its future role as Europe's
City of Culture.
Passed nem con.

The register of freelance art historians had
now been set up on a comuputer database
with around one hundred entries. Inquiries
from potential users had also been received.
Workshops on issues such as taxation were

2. A vote of thanks to the Dublin Conference organiser Fintan Cullen was passed by
acclamation.
3. A vote of thanks to the Association of
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Irish Art Historians was passed nem con.

11. Future Conferences
The Chair raised the possibility of the annual conference being held in the Netherlands in four years* time, conscious that this
suggestion posed financial problems for
unwaged, freelance and student members
which could not be ignored.
The 1991 conference was due to take
place in London from 11 to 14 April at the
Courtauld Institute and K i n g ' s College,
organised by Joanna Woodall and John
Newman. The theme chosen was "Frame-

works". A preliminary list of session conveners would be published in the next
Bulletin. Uncertainty surrounded the use o f
the National Gallery for the book fair because o f the timing of the opening o f the
Sainsbury W i n g . The plenary sessions
would probably take place in the South
Bank complex. Sponsorship was being
sought to support the participation of students and delegates from Eastern Europe.

technic). Early plans centred around art
forms other than painting, in particular f i l m ,
photography and sculpture and the examination of the imagery of religions in the
twentieth century.

12. A.O.B.
There was no further business and the
meeting was closed.

A formal invitation to the Association to
hold its 1992 conference in Leeds had been
received from Tony Hughes (Leeds
University) and Jonathan Harris (Leeds Poly-

AAH Submission to the National Curriculum Council
Art Working Group
The A A H recently made the following
submission (printed in full below) to the
NCC Art Working Group. In mid-January
an Interim Report on the role o f art in the
National Curriculum was published. This is
to be followed by a period o f consultation
before the Final Report is presented in July.

narrowly defined title/terms of reference
and the emphasised statement: " I t is the
task o f the Art Working Group to advise on
a statutory framework which is sufficiently
broad and flexible to allow schools wide
discretion in relations to the matters to be
studied".

what pupils should know, be able to do, and
what competencies and understanding they
should acquire as a result of an education in
art and design. Both
statements refer
directly or indirectly to the knowledge,
skills and understanding
concerned.

If you have any views on this submission
or on the Interim Report, please forward
them to Howard Hollands, Chair, Schools
Sub-Committee, Association o f Art Historians, Middlesex Polytechnic, Bromley
Road, Oakwood. London N14 4XS.

Art and Design are interdependent and
interrelated yet are often distinguishable
activities.

6. (i) The inclusion of art and design as a
foundation subject i r the National
Curriculum is based on the following
rationale. If, in general terms, artists
may be characterised by a concern for
making imagery in response to, and to
comment on, human experience, and
designers may be characterised by a
concern for m a k i n g or i m p r o v i n g
environments, artefacts and systems,
pupils in schools need to experience
those activities themselves and develop
an understanding of the nature o f the
contributions which artists and designers
make to society. Such interests and
pleasures generated during their time at
school should be capable of development
throughout their lives.

It is the view of this Association that the
title of the National Curriculum " A r t Working Group" should be broadened to Art and
Design. The reason for this is that it more
accurately conveys the range of activities
of artists, draftspersons and designers as
well as the range of current practice in
primary, secondary, further and higher
education.
A further di mension o f particular
significance to this Association is that the role
of Critical and Historical Studies in relation
to Art and Design education is inadequately
reflected in the terms of reference, indeed,
there is a serious contradiction between the

We broadly support those aims for Art
and Design in the National Curriculum as
outlined by the Shadow Working Party
earlier this year:

Aims
5. The Working Group's attention is drawn
to the examples below of two ways o f
expressing curricular aims each with its
own advantages. In the first one (para 6) the
aims are implicit rather than explicit and are
embedded in statements of value,
statements o f justification, and indications of
how the aims might be achieved. The statement suggests in a holistic way the nature
and purposes of art and design education.
In the second one (para 7) the aims are
presented in the form o f a list, and cover
much of the same ground, but
indicate
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(ii) A n art and design education should
enable pupils to reflect on their own
experience and comment on it through
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making imagery in a variety o f media.
They should come to appreciate the
interdependence o f observation and
i m a g i n a t i o n , and develop aesthetic
awareness. Their capacitites to enjoy
and explore both the world o f their
environment and the worlds o f fantasy
and imagination should be enhanced.
They should become skilled in analysing
and evaluating visual imagery in all its
manifestations, able to consider it in
relation to a range o f contexts, and
appreciate b o t h the i n t r i n s i c and
instrumental values of their art and design
heritage.
(iii) A n art and design education should
enable pupils to generate ideas for
designing and making artefacts which
they can perceive as being relevant to
t h e m , d e v e l o p craft s k i l l s and
inventiveness in the selection and
forming o f materials, understand the
technologies involved, become aware of
the aesthetic dimension of designing and
making, and be able to evaluate the
progress o f their work against their
intentions.
(iv) A n art and design education should
increase pupils' aesthetic awareness and
sensibility - their capacity to respond to
the natural and made environments and
the objects in them. It should also increase
their ability to make informed critical
judgements about both their own work
and that o f others. They should be
introduced to aspects o f the history of art
and design.
7. The aims o f education in art and design
are to develop pupils' . . .
•

•

•

aesthetic awareness and capacity to make
aesthetic judgements
ability to realise their ideas in the form of
drawings, paintings, photographs, prints,
models and sculptures, derived from
observation and imagination, as means
of understanding and commenting on
their experience
ability to realise their ideas within the

fields of architectural, ceramic, graphic,
textile and theatre design as means o f
improving environments and objects in
them
•

skills in mark-marking with a variety of
media and for a range o f purposes
including recording, exploring,
e x p r e s s i n g , c o m m u n i c a t i n g and
imagining

•

skills in construction with a range of
materials; to cut, shape and join materials
confidently, imaginatively, safely and
s e n s i t i v e l y ; and to take p r i d e in
craftsmanship

•

capacity to enjoy, value, talk and write
about the visual and tactile qualities of
the natural and made environment

•

ability to respond critically to visual
images o f many kinds; evaluate their
own work in art and design; engage with
and make informed judgements about
artefacts and relate them to a variety of

with the essentially practical nature of art
and design in schools and that these two
aspects be approached as a whole. As a
result o f this, the development of skills and
confidence to make aesthetic judgement
must follow. In addition to the descreet area
of art and design, it is inevitable that Critical,
Contextual and Historical Studies w i l l form
a strong part of those links with other aspects or areas o f the National Curriculum,
for example, science, geography, history,
mathematics, media studies, english, technology, religious studies, as well, o f course
to the other arts subjects; music, drama and
dance. It could be argued that Critical,
Contextual and Historical Studies in Art
and Design has the greatest cross-curricular potential of any aspect o f the curriculum.
It needs to be stressed that despite the
advances made in this area with the
development o f GCSE Art and Design, there
are still serious resource and training implications if the aims outlined earlier are to the
fulfilled.

contexts including, for example, cultural,
economic, historical and social contexts.
However, we wish to draw particular attention to the role of Critical. Contextual and
Historial Studies in relation to Art and
Design education in order that pupils and
students be able to;
1. Gain insight into the methods and
conditions of production as well as the
critical reception of works, phases, or aspects of Art and Design
2. Develop an awareness that all human
products, including their own. are culturally and historically bound and that no
single interpretation is ever adequate.
3. Gain skills of accurate description, clear
analysis and thoughtful interpretation in
order to make independent judgement about
objects, images, documentation or the views
of others.
It is. in our view, paramount that the
above aims be seen in a close relationship
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New Year Honours
The Director of the
Courtauld Institute
Galleries, Dennis Fan
MA DLitt FRSA FMA,
has been awarded
the CBF in the
New Year Honours.
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ALL CHANGE!
I joined the Association in 1975 and
two years later became involved in
helping to promote its activities.
Many of you will know me through
the Book Fair which 1 organised for
ten years. I have been responsible
for the advertising in Art History for
fourteen years and since 1987, I
have also been your 'admin person'.
With the exception of my work
for Art History, I have decided to
resign from these activities. New
blood is required and my successor,
who will take over in April, will
surely build on everything that has
been achieved.
I have been exceptionally fortunate in the art historian colleagues 1
have worked with over the years
and have made many lasting friendships.
I wish you all every success in the
future.

Pamela Courtney
February 1991

The Centre for Extra-Mural Studies, Birkbeck College, University of
London, would like to expand its panel

of part-time History of Art lecturers.
We offer classes all over London,
mornings, afternoons, evenings, and
also many short courses and day
schools. If you are interested in teaching adults, and preferably if you have
some relevant experience, contact
Louise Lambe at the Centre for ExtraMural Studies, 26 Russell Square.
London WC1 B 5DQ, telephone 07 1 636-8000 extension 3X60.

NOMINATIONS FOR CHAIR

Professor Martin Kemp completes his term
of office as Chair of the Association of Art
Historians at the 1992 AGM. In accordance
with the Association's constitution nominations for the new Chair must be submitted in
writing to the Honorary Secretary, Elizabeth
Miller, Prints Drawings and Paintings Collection, Victoria and Albert Museum, South
Kensington, London SW7 2RL by the date
of the preceeding AGM during the 1991

annual conference on 14 April 1991.
Nominations are therefore invited.
These should include the names and sisc

natures of the proposer and two seconders, all of whom should be current
members of the Association. They should
be accompanied by the written consent of
the nominee and a brief CV of the candidate. Nominations will be announced at
the 1991 A G M .

THE TWELFTH INTERNATIONAL ART HISTORY
BOOK FAIR
THE NATIONAL GALLERY LONDON
8 AND 9 NOVEMBER 1991
Our 12th international Art History Book
Fair will be held with traditional pomp
and style at the National Gallery. London
from 8 to 9 November 1991.
We are very fortunate indeed to have
the National Gallery as venue for the Fair
but because the new Sainsbury wing is
due to open this Spring, we have had to
move the Fair from April to November.
This move has been welcomed by publishers, fitting in neatly between
the
Frankfurt Book Fair and Christmas.
As usual, the Fair will be open to
everyone free of charge from 10.00am to
6.00pm on Friday 8 November and
10.00am to 4.00pm on Saturday 9
November. If you would like any posters
(A4) and/or invitation cards to distribute
to friends and colleagues do please get in
touch with Yvonne.
Publishers worldwide will be repre-
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sented at the Fair, displaying books, periodicals and audio visual material on
architecture, crafts, design, fashion, film,
photography, drawing, painting and
sculpture.
Please make sure your publisher knows
about the Fair and will use the opportunity to promote your publications.
If you have any queries do get in touch
with:
Book Fair Director: Yvonne Courtney,
Yvonne Courtney PR. 100 Westbourne
Grove. London W2 5UR Tel: 0 7 1 - 2 2 1 9955 Fax: 071-221-2798
a/

Book Fair Consultant: Pamela Courtnev.
Albert House. M o n n i n g t o n - o n - W y e ,
Hereford HR4 7NL Tel: 09817-344.
Fax: 09817-335
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The making of slides from illustrations in books,
periodicals, etc.
A number o f members have contacted the

w i l l be covered by this provision. W i t h

w i t h the c o p y i n g o f visual material in

executive about a g r o w i n g trend for

respect to infringements, it is worth noting

general - and we w i l l be exploring ways o f

brarians to ban the m a k i n g o f slides from

that: (a) the institution is

liable for any

rectifying the situation. M y o w n personal

illustrations in publications. I think it is true

action, not the slide curator or librarian or

view is that, in the meantime, a creative use

to say that i f this practice were to cease (and

lecturer; and (b) action would have to be

o f whatever provisions may be taken as

were all such existing slides to be w i t h -

taken by the copyright owner (not the

applicable should permit us to continue to

drawn!) no slide collection w o u l d continue

publisher) w i t h respect to a particular item,

provide enough material to sustain

to function adequately. This issue has come

presupposing awareness o f the existence

teaching.

to a head as the result o f the 1988 Copyright

and precise source o f the slide and w i l l i n g -

Anyone wishing to obtain the full opin-

Act.

The various copyright acts do not

ness to take legal action over an infringe-

ion on behalf o f their institution, or indi-

appear to deal specifically w i t h the m a k i n g

ment w h i c h causes "little damage to the

vidually, should send a s.a.e. ( 9 / , x 6'/, i n .

o f slides for educational purposes.

copyright owner".

min.)

li-

Given the lack o f clarity on this issue, we

As recommended by M r Fry, I w i l l be

have obtained legal advice from Robin Fry

contacting the Copyright Licensing A u -

of Stephens, Innocent, solicitors. The issues

thority and the Design and A r t i s t s ' Copy-

are complex. I f c o p y i n g for educational use

right Society on the Association's behalf.

is undertaken, this w i l l be

The existing legislation does not deal

"acceptable".

However, it is unlikely that all our slides

our

1

to myself: Professor Martin K e m p ,

University o f St Andrews, St Andrews,
KY169AL.

ad-

equately w i t h the making o f slides - nor

Martin Kemp

British School at Rome Bursary
The A A H " B r i t i s h School at Rome
Bursary" is a j o i n t initiative undertaken by the
Association o f A r t Historians and the British School at Rome. It provides t w o places
for teachers o f Art and Design or History o f
Art based in either schools or museums/
galleries to stay at the British School at
Rome for t w o weeks in either July or September 1991 in order to undertake practical
and/or theoretical research using the B r i t ish School and Rome itself.
The British School at Rome was founded
in 1901 as a School o f Archaeology. H o w ever, after the International E x h i b i t i o n held
in Rome in 1911 to celebrate the fiftieth
anniversary o f the unification o f Italy, the
school expanded to include studies in
Painting, Sculpture and Architecture. Then
in 1912 a Royal Charter o f Incorporation
formally created the present institution for
the Study and investigation o f the archaeology, history and literature o f Rome and

Italy and the practice o f Fine Arts.
The use o f Rome and its environs as a
resource for study is rich in depth and
variety. Apart from the experience and
expertise o f staff and the facilities o f the
British School it also has the means to
provide access to a wide range o f locations
of cultural and historical interest.
Possible themes or areas o f study for
teachers might include any o f the f o l l o w ing: 1. Roman Technology and Engineering e.g. the development o f the aqueduct,
the arch, the road. 2. T o w n Planning and
Urban Development. 3. A n Ancient Port:
Ostia. 4. Villas. 5. Country Estate Organization and Management. 6. Ancient Theatre and Stadia. 7. Mausolea and Nymphea.
8. The art o f Mosaic. 9 Coins and Medals.
10. Marble. 11. Fresco. 12. Narrative in
Relief Sculpture. 13. Social History through
City Design and its Furniture. 14. Rome
and the development o f Italian Painting. 15.
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Rome and the development o f Italian
Sculpture. 16. Rome and the Italian F i l m
Industry. 17. Rome, the Grand T o u r and
European Literature. 18. Rome and Public
Art. 19. Patronage. 20. Art and Empire. 2 1 .
Art and Religion. 22. Fascism and 1930s
Architecture. 23. Italian Fashion and Design.
24. The British School at Rome.
The above list is by no means exhaustive
and the applicants w i l l be expected to specify in detail how they wish to use the resource
of the British School and Rome. A c c o m modation fees at the British School and
return fares to Rome w i l l be met by the
Association o f A r t Historians.
For application forms and further
details, contact A n n Marie Tighe, General
Secretary. British School at Rome, Tuke
B u i l d i n g , Regent's College. Inner Circle.
Regent's Park, London N W I 4 N S .

Central Slide Library, University of London

Bulletin deadlines
The copy deadlines for the next
issues of the Bulletin are as follows:

Issue 41 (May): 2 April
Issue 42 (August):
1 July
Issue 43 (November):
1 October
Issue 44 (February
1992): 3 January 1992
The deadlines for printed inserts
to be included in the Bulletin\a\\ at
the end of the month prior to
publication.

In terms of coverage and accessibility, the
Central Slide Library of the University of
London is the foremost slide collection in
the country. It comprises approximately
400,000 35mm photographic transparencies in both colour and black and white of
the Fine Arts and related subjects. The
collection ranges from classical antiquity
to the present day.
Since its inception in 1960 the library has
become a major resource in London for the
teaching of the History of Art as well as for
other subjects for which slides are a necessary visual aid. The contents of the library
include the following subjects: painting,
sculpture, architecture, applied/decorative
arts, manuscripts, archaeology, landscape
gardening and theatre design.

The library provides slides not only for
the staff of the University of London but
also, upon the payment of a subscription
fee, to others engaged in teaching and research. Helpful and knowledgeable staff
are always on hand to assist the user in
making the most of a very fine collection of
visual material.
For further information please contact
Peter Redgrove or Catherine Bristow at the
following address: Birkbeck College, University of London, Centre for Extra-Mural
Studies, Central Slide Library, Senate
House, Malet Street, London WC1E 7 H U ;
ortelephone071 -636-8000 extension 3893.

r
HAVE Y O U R E N E W E D YOUR SUBSCRIPTION?
Membership of the Association runs for the calendar year
(1st January to 31st December) and as announced in the
November 1990 issue of the B U L L E T I N , the 1991 rates
are:-

Overseas Members (all categories)
Europe
£30
USA/Rest of World £34 ($70.00*)

UK
Ordinary Member
£26
Student Membership with Art History
£21
Student Member without Art History
£5
(Students please supply a photocopy of your student card)
Unwaged Member with Art History
£21
Unwaged Member without Art History
£5
(Unwaged members please supply photocopy of your UB40)
Joint Members
£30
Life Member's subscription to Art History
£ 16

(*Note: The dollar rate is not a straight translation from
sterling. We have to allow a small margin to cover air-mailing
of the Bulletin and the extra bank charges we incur in connection with dollar cheques.)
W i l l those paying by cheque please send their subscription to: Pamela Courtney, Director of Administration and
Publicity, Albert House, Monnington-on-Wye, Hereford HR4
7NL.

STOP P R E S S
Details of those paying by standing order show that many members have not updated the amount to the current subscription
rates. Please could you check your bank statement and if a balance is due, send your cheque to Pamela Courtney (with a
request for a new standing order form if required).

L
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Art, Architecture, Design: Open University broadcasts 1991
TELEVISION
Culture & Belief in Europe, 1450-1600
13.55
Saturdays repeated
BBC2
06.35
Sundays
23/2
Pilgrimage: The Shrine at Lore to
Maarten van Heemskerck, Humanism & Painting in
2/3
Northern Europe
Christopher Plantin. Polyglot Printer of Antwerp
16/3
Venice & Antwerp:
1. The Cities Compared
23/3
6/4
2. Forms of Relgion
Discovering 16th-century Strasbourg
27/4
Rome under the Popes: Church & Empire
4/5
The University of Salamanca
1/6
Sevilla: The Edge of the Empire
15/6
Ottoman Supremacy: The Slemaniye, Istanbul
22/6
Seville: Gateway to the Indies
29/6
Pieter Bruegel and Popular Culture
13/7
El Escorial: Palace, Monastery & Mausoleum
20/7
Fontainebleau: The Changing Image of Kingship
27/7
Toulouse: Money & Power in Provincial France
10/8
Hardwick Hall: Power & Architecture
7/9
Shropshire in the 16th Century
14/9
Art in 15th-century Italy
12.40 Saturdays
BBC2
Panel Painting
2/2
Florence: Part 1
23/2
Florence: Part 2
16/3
The Sassetti Chapel, Santa Trinita
13/4
San Marco: A Dominican Priory
11/5
Santo Spirito: A Renaissance Church
25/5
Pienza: A Renaissance City
15/6
Ferrara: Planning the Ideal City
6/7San Francesco, Rimini: " I I Tempio Malatestiano
27/7
Mantegna: "The Triumph of Caesar*'
17/8
Santa Maria dei Miracoli. Venice
7/9
Palazzo Venezia. Rome: A Cardinal's Palace
28/9
5th-centurv Athens
BBC2
24.00 approx. Tuesdays
2/2
Seize the Fire - A Version of Aeschylus "Prometheus
Bound"
5/3
The Present in the Past - Authenticity in Greek Drama
9/4
The Theatre and the State - Archaeological Reconstruction
7/5
Silver - A Source of Power for the State
4/6
Acropolis Now - The Public Face of the State?
2/7
The Weight of the Evidence - The Trial of Socrates
30/7
The Art of Commerce - Between Gods and Men
27/8
Interrogating the Past - Challenging the Present
Modern
BBC2
16/2
23/2
2/3
9/3
16/3
23/3
6/4
13/4
20/4
27/4
4/5
11/5

Art and Modernism: Manet to Pollock
13.30 Saturdays
Courbet
Artists' Techniques
Manet
Monet
Pissarro
Van Gogh
Seurat
Post-Impressionism
Cezanne
Kirchner and Berlin
Picasso's Demoiselles dAvignon
Cubism 1911-1912

IK/5
25/5
1/6
8/6
15/6
22J6
29/6
6/7
13/7
20/7.
27/7
3/8
10/8
17/8
24/8
31/8
7/9
14/9
21/9
28/9

Cubism and Modernism
Futurism. Modernity and Style
Matisse
Mondrian
Monuments and Modernism
1922 Russian.Exhibition in Berlin
Klee and the Munich Regression
Figures of Authority: Cyphers of Regression
Beckman
Leger and the Object
Dali and Surrealism
Picasso's Guernica
Nicholson and Wallis at St Ives
M O M A : The Museum of Modern Art. New York
Greenberg on Pollock
Jackson Pollock: No 1. 1948
Greenberg and Art Criticism
Donald Judd on Abstract Expressionism
Duchamp
Beaubourg

Arts Foundation Course
BBC2
9.55 Sundays repeated
24.00 approx. Mondays
21/4
The Albert Memorial
28/4
Cragside
5/5
Constable: The Leaping Horse
26/5
Victorian Ways of Death
2/6
The Great Exhibition: I . An Exercise in Industry
9/6
The Great Exhibtion: 2. A Lesson in Taste?
16/6
The Victorian High Church
23/6
Victorian Dissenting Chapels
30/6
Religion & Society in Victorian Bristol
7/7
Victorian Views of the Art of the Past
14/7
The Leathart Collection
25/8
A New Museum at South Kensington
1/9
King Cotton's Palace
8/9
Rural Life I : Image & Reality
15/9
Rural Life I I : Victorian Farming
22/9
The Melbury Road Set
The Enlightenment
BBC2
07.25 Sundays repeated
07.10 Mondays
17/2
Bath: A Theatre for Pleasure or Intrigue
3/3
Strawberry Hill - " A Little Gothick Castle"
17/3
Innocents: Images in Hogarth's Paintings
7/4
The English Landscape Garden
16/6
Joseph Wright of Derby
25/8
Chardin and the Female Image
8/9
Montgeoffroy - Life in a Chateau
Open Forum/Open Lecture/Open Advice
General Interest programmes about the Open University
and its activities.
Radio:
Sunday 12.03 on Radio 5 M W repeated
Saturday 06.35 on Radio 3FM
TV:
Alternate Sundays I 1.10 on BBC2
Subject to licensing regulations, programmes are available for purchase for
educational!training purposes. Details from Oil EE Ltd.. 12 Cofferidge Close, Stony
Stratford. MKII I BY
For details about Oil courses, please write to The Central Enquiry Service. The
Open University. PO Box 71. Milton Keynes, MK7 6 A ( i .
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RADIO
Modern
Radio 3
15/2
22/2
1/3
8/3
15/3
22/3
5/4
12/4
19/4
26/4
3/5
10/5
17/5
24/5

31 /5
7/6
14/6
21/6
28/6
5/7
12/7
19/7
26/7
2/8
9/8
16/8
23/8
30/8
6/9
13/9
20/9

Art and Modernism
06.35
Fridays
Salons and Academic Training
Flatness and Roundness
Baudelaire, Imagination and Modern Lite
Images of Prostitution
First Impressionist Exhibition. 1874
Pissaro and Politics
Peasants
Symbolism
Cezanne and the Art Market
Edvard Munch's Work and its Reception in
Germany, 1892-1902
Modernism and the Art Market
Artists and Philosophy
Juan Gris and 'Synthetic' Cubism
Dcr Blanc Reiter Almanac

27/9

A Marxist Aesthetic
Marxism and Art
Rodchenko, Photography and 'Formalism*
Socialist Realism
Berlin Dada
Heanfield
The Unde and Kahnweiler Auctions
Le Corbusier and Raoul La Roche
Breton and Trotsky
Fry and Post-Impressionism
Wyndham Lewis and Vorticism
A I A : The Artists' International Association
The 1936 Surrealist Show
Art and US Imperialism
Writing About Art
The Case for the Aesthetic
What's Right and Wrong with Modernism Pan 1
What's Right and Wrong with ModernismPart 2

STOP PRESS

Cracks in the Pavement: Gender/Fashion/Architecture
9

"Out of the cracks in the pavements of the cities grow weeds that begin to rot the fabric/
(Elizabeth Wilson)

In conjunction with the 1991 A A H Conference, a one-day symposium on gender and design, organized by the Design History Society
and the Design Museum, CRACKS I N T H E PAVEMENTS is to be held at the Design Museum, Butler's Wharf, London SE1, on
Wednesday, 10 April 1991. This event takes place on the day before the Association of Art Historians Conference and participants will
be invited to share a reception at the Design Museum on the evening of 10 April.

Programme
9:00
9:45

Coffee and registration
Introduction and welcome: Lynne
Walker and Judy Attfield (Chair)
10:00-10:30 Janice
Winship:
Dress
Sense: Magazines and a Hierarchy
of Tastes
10:30-11:00 Maud Suiter : A Meditation
on Hysteria: Dress Codes of the
Disappeared

Coffee

Lunch

Tea

Chair afternoon session: Phil Goodall
2:00-2:30
Tag Gronberg: Gender and
Design History: a discussion of the
morning session on fashion
2:30-3:00
Christine Battersby: Hermaphrodites of Art and Vampires of
Practice: Problems of Women in
Architecture
3:00-3:30
Lynne Walker: Vistas of
Pleasure: Victorian Urban Spaces

4:00-4:30
Ann de Graft-Johnson of
Matrix: Where are thex? Black
Women: Architecture and the Built
Environment
4:30-5:30
Discussion

11:30-12:00 Elizabeth Wilson: Women in
the Citx
12:00-12:30 Jane Beckett and Deborah
Cherry: Fashioning the City
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To book, send £25. or Concessions £15
(these include members of the Design
Museum, Design History Society, and Association of Art Historians) to: James
Bettley, Design Museum, Butler's Wharf,
London SE1. Cheques payable to : Design
Museum.

D I R E C T O R O F P U B L I C I T Y AND ADMINISTRATION
for the Association of Art Historians
As y o u w i l l see f r o m elsewhere i n this issue, Pamela Courtney is
leaving her post as Director of Publicity and A d m i n i s t r a t i o n . She has
very k i n d l y agreed to carry on u n t i l the 1991 A G M on 14 A p r i l .
The executive is n o w l o o k i n g for an enthusiastic, h a r d w o r k i n g , selfmotivated person to take over this i m p o r t a n t role w h i c h also provides
support for the Association's officers. Details of w h a t the post
involves and the remuneration package (equivalent to a part-time
salary) can be obtained by sending an SAE to Elizabeth M i l l e r , H o n .
Secretary, Prints, D r a w i n g s and Paintings Collection, Victoria and
A l b e r t M u s e u m , L o n d o n SW7 2RL.
Letters of application g i v i n g name, age and details of relevant
experience should be sent to Elizabeth M i l l e r by 4 March 1991.
In order to keep costs to a m i n i m u m , it w i l l only be possible to notify
short-listed candidates of the progress of their application.

UNIVERSITY C O L L E G E DUBLIN
Applications are invited by the governing
body of the college for the following
full-time statutory post:

Professorship of History of Art
(ref. 8/91)
Prior to application, further information
(including application procedure) may be
obtained from the Personnel Officer,
University College Dublin, Belfield,
Dublin 4. (quoting above reference)
Telephone enquiries: (0001) 693244
ext. 1412. Fax: (0001) 694409.

The closing date for receipt of completed
applications is
Thursday 14 March 1991

U. C. D. is an equal opportunities employer

THE

DICTIONARY OF ART

RESEARCH ASSISTANT
M a c m i l l a n Publishers L t d r e q u i r e a
Research Assistant t o w o r k o n this
prestigious project.
T h e successful
applicant
s h o u l d have
a
sound
k n o w l e d g e o f and be w i d e l y read i n
17th and 18th c e n t u r y F r e n c h and
I t a l i a n p a i n t i n g and s c u l p t u r e , have a
g o o d c o m m a n d o f the F r e n c h and
I t a l i a n languages, p r o v e n research and
w r i t i n g skills and have ready access to
the p r i n c i p a l research l i b r a r i e s i n
L o n d o n . T h i s w o r k is f u l l - t i m e f o r a
p e r i o d o f three m o n t h s i n i t i a l l y .
To apply, write with a full

CV to:

James Richardson
Personnel Manager
M a c m i l l a n Publishers L t d
4 L i t t l e Essex Street, L o n d o n WC2R 3LF
MACMILLAN
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